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BASIC DATA
U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1. Year of Establishment: 1954
2. Ownership: Government of Korea - 100%
3. Bank Group Assistance: None so far.
4. Operations:
1971 1972 1973 1974
Loans: (_bi I ic,n iori 
_____n
CommLi-tments:
Domestic currency 1X7.1 140.7 94.5 128.9
Foreign currency 13.2 13.3 lo.6 2h.3
Total commitments 60.3 154. 105.1 153.2
Disbursements:
Domestic currency 47.1 140.7 94.5 128.9
Foreign currency 1.9 4.8 9.2 15.5
Total disbursements 49.0 145.5 103.7 143.4
Investments:
Equity shares 7.5 23.4o 3.0 10.7
Bonds and debentures 0.7 o.4l 0.9 1.7
Total investments 8.2 2-8 3.9 12.h
Guarantees issued 21;).2 I?2;.2 -313.7 619.6
Interest Rtates: (as of December 31, 197h):
Gener.-L loans is,5% p.n.
Equipment loans for major and
machine industries 12.0% p.a.
Operating fund loans for machine
industries 12.0% p.a.
Loans from NIF 12.0% p.a.
Industrial Rationalization Fund
loans 12 .o%) -p.a.
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Tourism Development Fund loans 7.5% p.a.
Special Govermnent Fund loans 7.5% p.a.
Foreign Fund loans for major industries
Equipment loans 1O.o% p.a.
Operating fund loans 14.0% p.a.
Foreign Find loans for other industries 15.0% p.a.
AID loans (3rd) 10.0% p.a.
KfW loans (3rd) 9.0% p.a.
ADB loans (3rd) 9.5% p.a.
Penalty charge 25.0% p.a.
6. Earnings Record: 1971 1972 1927 1974
Income before tax and provisions
as % of average total assets 0.7 1.6 1.2 0.9
Net income (tax exempt) as %
of average equity 2.4 3.7 2.5 2.9
Cost of term debt as % of average
term debt 8.3 8.2 8.3 8.2
Financial expenses as % of
average total assets 6.6 5.6 5.6 6.
Administrative expenses as % of
average total assets 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.0
June 30
7. Financial Position (as of December 31) 1971 1972 1973 1974
Current ratio 1 2.6 5.1 4.1 3.9
Total debt/equity ratio -/ 2.8 1.8 2.2 3.1
Long-terr debt/equity ratio 2.6 1.7 2.1 3.0
Reserves and provisions as % of loan
and investment portfolio 5.9 9.9 8.2 4.6
/ Eccluding guarantees from debt.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i. This report recommends a loan of $60 million to Korea Development
Bank (KDB). It is by far the largest institution in Korea providing medium-
and long-term capital to industry, both public and private. Directly and
indirectly, KDB was involved in close to 40% of total fixed capital forma-
tion in Korea in 1973. Its loans outstanding to the manufacturing sector
at the end of 1973 accounted for 40% of all medium- and long-term loans by
the entire banking sector. Exports by KDB's clients in 1972 accounted for
41% of Korea's total exports of manufactures, and in the same year companies
assisted by KDB provided a quarter of total industrial employment and out-
put in the country. KDB's guarantee portfolio accounts for about 45% of
Korea's total foreign term debt.
ii. KDB is 100% Government owned, and its management is also appointed
by the Government. The present Governor, who has held office since August
1972, is a former Vice-Minister of Finance. The Deputy-Governor and all
the 7 members of the Board of Executive Directors have reached their present
positions after long service with KDB. Both the management of KDB and its
staff are experienced and competent.
iii. KDB's operational procedures are well developed and clearly defined.
Its appraisal standards are generally satisfactory although the appraisal of
economic aspects of projects could be improved. However, a sample test
showed its projects generally to have satisfactory economic rates of return.
Supervision, procurement and disbursement procedures and practices are
satisfactory. Operational planning is done through an annual Operational
Program, subject to approval by the Government. KDB sets its operational
policies independently, but within the broad economic policies and priorities
of the Government. For large projects of national priority, for which the
Government provides the funds, and for guarantee operations, the basic
decisions are essentially taken by the Government although KDB does influence
the project formulation and retains the right to refuse financing projects
which in its judgement do not meet its standards and criteria. KDB has full
autonomy for all projects which it finances from funds raised by itself
independently of the Government, including those from international institu-
tions. It is estimated that in the 18-months period ended June 30, 1974
projects referred to it by the Government accounted for somewhat less than
40% of total operations. There is no doubt that KDB will have complete
independence and autonomy in making decisions regarding projects to be
financed from the proceeds of the proposed loan.
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iv. During its 20 years of operations, KDB's loan commitments have
amounted to W 659 billion ($1.4 billion equivalent) of which about 85% were
committed during the past 6 years. KDB's foreign loan operations have in-
creased since 1971, when it obtained its first loan from the Asian Develop-
ment Bank. Foreign currency loans outstanding now amount to W 32.0 billion
and account for 8% of total loans outstanding as of December 31, 1974. The
average size of project loans to the public sector (which account for about
two-thirds of total loans) is W 514.7 million ($1.1 million equivalent),
compared with W 67.4 million ($139,000 equivalent) for loans to projects
in the private sector. By sector, KDB's portfolio covers a broad spectrum.
Geographically, KDB's portfolio follows the pattern of industrial dis-
tribution in Korea.
v. KDB's equity investments amount to W 65.9 billion ($136 million
equivalent) in 26 companies. Only one company is in the private sector;
25 companies accounting for about 85% of total investments are in the public
sector. In some companies KDB's present holding amounts to more than 50% of
the share capital. Except in two companies, KDB's holdings are intended to
be temporary, to be sold as soon as KDB prudently can; KDB's policy in this
respect is clearly stated and the performance matches the declared intentions
(in 1974, KDB sold its holdings in 3 companies). KDB's investments are
predominantly in the manufacturing sector.
vi. KDB's total outstanding guarantees amounted to W 1,311 billion
($2.7 billion equivalent) as of December 31, 1974, of which 95% were external
repayment guarantees. Decisions concerning external repayment guarantees
are taken by a ministerial-level Government committee; KDB's input comes at
an early stage in the form of a report to that Committee. In view of the
extent of the potential risk to KDB arising out of its guarantee operations,
an arrangement satisfactory to the Bank, has been worked out between the
Government and KDB which provides, in brief, that if and when a default shall
occur under any guarantee covered by the arrangement, the Government shall
take the necessary steps in order to enable KDB to meet all obligations
falling due under the default. The arrangement provides further that in
case a defaulting client becomes bankrupt, the Government shall assume all
obligations under the guarantee contract. A similar arrangement has also
been worked out in respect of KDB's loans to Korea Electric Company.
vii. Before the Bank undertook its appraisal, KDB engaged Arthur Young
& Company, a firm acceptable to the Bank, to audit its 1973 accounts. The
auditors have given an unqualified report. KDB has a strong equity base
with long-term debt to equity ratio of 3.0:1 without including guarantees
in debt, and 11.7:1 if guarantees are included (December 31, 1974). Its
liquidity position is also satisfactory. KDB's profitability has been low
mainly because the Government does not intend it to be a profit-making
institution, and its 'spread' on borrowed funds has been thin. KDB's loan
portfolio is sound, with low arrears. Its equity investment portfolio is
also maturing and has started producing a reasonable yield. Defaults by
guarantee clients have been negligible.
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viii. KDB has estimated that its commitments in the future will increase
at an annual rate of 7%, and for 1975-76 will amount to W 385.7 billion
(795 million equivalent). Considering the Government's overall growth rate
targets and estimates of investment demand, KDB's business forecast is
probably too conservative. KDB estimates that for the year 1975 and 1976,
it would need to raise W 420.7 billion to meet the projected commitments
and maintain a satisfactory liquidity position. Its plan to raise the needed
resources, discussed in Chapter V, includes a loan of W 29 billion ($60 mil-
lion) from the Bank. KDB's financial position in the future should remain
satisfactory.
ix. A loan of $60 million to KDB is recommended. It would meet a
part of KDB's capital needs. The Bank by lending to KDB could hope to
achieve two objectives: (a) to provide finance for the manufacturing sector,
which sector is expected to remain the principal engine of growth in the
economy; and (b) to have a constructive influence on KDB as an institution.
Although both public and private sector projects will be eligible, KDB
proposes to use the Bank loan proceeds principally for projects in the
private manufacturing sector, giving preference to export-oriented projects.
KDB has given the Bank to understand that it would not use the proceeds of
the proposed loan on just a few large projects; the amount of individual
subloans will not normally exceed $4 million each. A maximum debt/equity
ratio of 5:1 is proposed with debt defined as all borrowings with a maturity
of more than one year. A free limit of US$750,000 is recommended, with an
aggregate free limit of $18 million. The minimum interest rate on subloans
charged by KDB will be the Bank's rate plus 2%, with the exchange risk being
borne by the sub-borrower.
x. During negotiations for the proposed loan, understandings were
reached with KDB (recorded in agreed minutes) on the following:
(a) amendments to the Policy Statement, to be adopted
by the Executive Directors of KDB before the
effectiveness of the proposed Loan (paragraph 2.03);
(b) KDB's economic appraisal of projects and, more
specifically, that it would introduce economic rate
of return analysis for all sub-projects involving
loans of US$750,000 or more and to be financed from
the proposed loan. The applicability of the economic
rate of return analysis to projects to be financed
from KDB's other resources will be discussed by the
Bank's first Supervision Mission (paragraph 2.11);
(c) arrangements between the Government and KDB regarding
KDB's guarantee portfolio and its loans to Korea
Electric Company (paragraph 3.17 and 4.12);
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(d) the loan proceeds will be used mainly to finance
projects in the private manufacturing sector and
the entire amount of the proposed loan will not be
used to finance just a few large projects (the amount
of individual sub-loans will not normally exceed
US$4 million each) (paragraph 5.13); and
(e) in order to improve its debt service coverage, KDB will
issue more long term debentures than short term
issues as has been the case in the past, and the
Government will assist KDB in this regard by being
prepared to guarantee such issues (paragraph 5.10).
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.01 The Government of Korea and Korea DeVelopment Bank (KDB) approached
the Bank early in 1972 for financial assistance to KDB. An exploratory
mission visited KDB in October 1972 and concluded that there were some
problems which precluded an immediate loan. Throughout 1973 and the first
half of 1974 discussions took place between the Government, KDB and the Bank
to resolve these problems. By July 1974, sufficient progress had been made
(including completion of a satisfactory audit of KDB's accounts by in-
dependent auditors acceptable to the Bank) to warrant an appraisal of KDB,
which took place in August 1974. This report is based on that appraisal
and recommends a loan of US$60 million to KDB. The report deals with all
aspects of KDB as an institution, its past operations and their impact on
Korea's economy, its financial condition and prospects, and makes recom-
mendations concerning the terms of the proposed loan. The Bank's latest
report on the Korean economy is "Current Economic Position and Prospects of
the Republic of Korea" (332-KO) dated February 20, 1974. An Economic
Mission returned in February 1975 after completing field work in Korea; its
report is under preparation. Those aspects of the economic situation which
have direct relevance to KDB's operations are summarized in Annex I.
II. INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS
Functions and Policies
2.01 Broad functions. KDB was established in 1954 after the Korean
War as a wholly-owned Government Bank, under the Korea Development Bank Act,
succeeding the Industrial Bank of Korea which had existed since 1918. KDB's
primary purpose, as described in the Act (Article 1), is "to supply and
administer funds, in conformity with Government policies, for financing
necessary industrial projects with a view to expediting the industrial
rehabilitation and economic development of the nation." It finances such
sectors as electric power, coal mining, shipbuilding, iron and steel manu-
facture, (defined as "priority" industries by Presidential decree), and
other industries to the extent that they are not adequately financed by
other institutions. Over the years, KDB has shifted its focus from post-
war rehabilitation to development projects. At the same time, it has widened
the scope of its assistance from Won lending only to investment in equities,
foreign currency loans and guarantees. In the late sixties and very
early seventies, the Government transferred to KDB the shares it held in
many industrial enterprises, and KDB began acting as a holding company.
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These holdings have declined in the recent past, and will continue to decline,
as KDB liquidates its majority holdings in line with the Government's
policy of a gradual transfer of ownership to the private sector.
2.02 The KDB Act allows KDB to (i) extend long-term loans (in both
local and foreign currency) to public and private industrial firms; (ii) make
working capital loans (in Won) to enterprises that have obtained long-term
loans from KDB or in the equity capital of which the Government or KDB has
invested; (iii) subscribe, underwrite and/or guarantee debentures issued
by public and private enterprises; (iv) make equity investments and under-
write share issues; (v) extend guarantees both in Won and foreign currencies;
and (vi) provide foreign exchange banking services (since 1968) for its
clients and Government enterprises. In addition KDB undertakes many non-
financial activities which are described in paragraph 3.23.
2.03 Policies. KDB's operations are governed by the KDB Act, KDB's By-
Laws, Operating manuals and a Policy Statement adopted by its Board in 1970
when ADB made its first loan to KDB. The Policy Statement summarized prin-
ciples defined in the other documents and added a few new ones. It con-
tained the usual "financial prudence" limits on its operations (e.g.
limits on its total equity investments and equity investment in a single
enterprise, limit on total assistance to any single enterprise, etc.). The
Policy Statement, however, allowed KDB to exempt from the various limits all
transactions relating to public sector and KDB invested projects. The
Policy Statement also defined some of the limits in terms of KDB's net
worth and "quasi-equity" 1/ whereas, in fact, KDB had no "quasi-equity". As
of June 30, 1974, 64% of KDB's total portfolio was accounted for by the
"exceptional" projects. Because of the exceptions allowed, the Policy State-
ment was an ineffectual instrument of policy guidance and control. The
Policy Statement has been revised to provide for a uniform financial
discipline for all projects for which KDB assumes the risk; the revised
Policy Statement is given in Annex 2. Exceptions to the various limits
would still be permitted on the basis of the merits of individual cases.
KDB understands that the "exceptions" will have to be very few indeed and
to be fully justified in each case. The revised Policy Statement also contains
a new clause emphasizing that KDB shall follow sound financial policies,
levy financial charges to cover not only all expenses but also to build
adequate reserves, etc. The adoption of the Statement by KDB's Board is a
condition of effectiveness of the proposed Bank loan.
Organization
2.04 Management. KDB is administered by a full-time Board of Executive
Directors composed of the Governor, the Deputy Governor, both appointed by
1/ ADB and KDB understand this to mean those portions of Government loans
which are repayable after 15 years. The loans are not subordinated,
however.
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the President of the Republic upon recommendation by the Minister of Finance,
and seven directors appointed by the Minister of Finance upon recommendation
by the Governor. The present members of the Board are listed in Annex 3.
There is also an Auditor appointed by the Minister of Finance. The terms
of office of Board members and the auditors are three years but they can be
reappointed.
2.05 The present Governor Mr. Woun Gie Kim, who is 50, was appointed in
August 1972. Most of his career has been spent in the various Government
Departments dealing with fiscal and monetary matters. Just before his appoint-
ment as the head of KDB, he was the Vice-Minister in the Ministry of Finance.
The Deputy Governor and all of the present Executive Directors have spent
their entire career in KDB and its predecessor, the Industrial Bank of Korea.
The Board is a competent and efficient body; all members are well qualified
and experienced. The Governor is well-respected within KDB, in private
financial and business circles, and in the Government. He provides effective
leadership to KDB.
2.06 Staff. KDB has more than 1,700 staff members of whom about a
third can be considered as professionals. About a fifth of the total staff
is located in Branches or Representative Offices. About 200 of the profes-
sional staff have been trained in Japan or the USA. Most of the Department
Directors have served KDB for many years. Seniority is the main considera-
tion in staff promotion. Professional staff are recruited just after
finishing school through open competitive examination and they usually spend
their entire career with KDB. It has a systematic training and career
development program for all staff.
2.07 Departmental and Branch Structure, KDB's organization is shown
in Chart 1. The Head Office has twenty departments, and KDB has 9 Branches
and 2 Representative Offices in New York and Tokyo. The departments can be
grouped according to their functions as follows: (i) Line Operations: Loan
Departments I and II, Foreign Loan Department, Foreign Guarantee Departmentt
Share Holding Department, and Special Loan Department; (ii) Supporting:
Technical Services Department, Business Analysis Department, Foreign Capital
Department, Research Department, and International Department; (iii) Plannirg
and Control: Planning Department, Business Control Department, Special CredLit
Control Department, Securities Department and Audit Department; (iv) General
Administration: Personnel Department, General Services Department and
Securities Control Department; and (v) Secretariat.
2.08 The first group of Departments is responsible for the main functions
of processing all loan, investment and guarantee applications and for all
follow-up work. The second group of Departments performs support functions
such as surveying the financial condition of industrial enterprises in Korea
and keeping a central credit file on all clients with loans in excess of
Won 50 milliotn, handling the management consultancy function of KDB, compila-
tion of statistics and economic reports on domestic and international
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developments and on any other subject proposed by management or other depart-
ments. The functions of the other three groups are implicit in the names
of the Departments.
2.09 Branches. KDB has nine Branches, one in each of the eight mainland
provinces, and a ninth branch recently opened in Ulsan. The Branches have
responsibilities similar to those of the Loan Departments at Head Office for
loans under their jurisdiction. The jurisdiction is determined, in general,
according to the location of projects. Large, Government directed projects
and foreign loans, however, are always handled at Head Office. Branches
can approve loans at their own discretion up to a certain amount. (Normally
they can approve loans to a total of Won 60 million within six months, but
not more than Won 20 million per loan; these loans are mostly for short-term
working capital requirements.) The two representative offices in Tokyo
and New York were set up mainly for investment promotion and fund raising
purposes. Two more representative offices are planned to be opened in
Europe in the near future.
Procedures
2.10 Appraisal. Loan applications are submitted either through Branches
or directly to Head Office; larger loans and foreign currency loans, however,
are always processed at Head Office. Full appraisal is undertaken after
"pre-screening" which includes a personal talk by the Department Director
with the customer. In case imports of equipment and machinery are required,
approval is also sought from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry which
mainly reviews the need for imports. For guarantees, clients apply to
KEB and the Foreign Capital Inducement Deliberations Committee. The FCIDC
sends the application to KDB for analysis by its Technical Services Depart-
ment. On the basis of the resultant assessment, the FCIDC takes a decision
and conveys it to KDB. If the decision is favorable, KDB gives the guarantee
after obtaining a counter guarantee from KDB.
2.11 Except as noted later in this paragraph, KDB's appraisals are
usually thorough and systematic, and cover all major aspects of the project
concerned. Technical and financial appraisals are usually quite satisfactory.
Appraisal of economic aspects at the prescreening stage consists of a test
for eligibility according to priorities listed in the KDB Act; at the detailed
appraisal stage it consists of an analysis of partial indicators such as value
added, foreign exchange savings or earnings and employment creation. At
present KDB does not undertake the calculations of effective rate of protec-
tion or economic rate of return. (For a commentary on the impact of past
operations, see Annex 10). The staff does have the professional competence
to undertake fairly sophisticated economic analysis, and KDB has undertaken
to start doing economic rate of return analysis for all subprojects requiring
a loan of US$750,000 or more and to be financed from the proposed loan. The
question of expanding the applicability of the economic rate of return
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analysis to other projects (whether or not financed by the proceeds of the
proposed Bank loan) will be decided during the visit of the first Bank
Supervision Mission after reviewing the experience gained by KDB in using
the economic rate of return analysis for all Bank subprojects involving
financing of US$750,000 or more.
2.12 For the projects for which the Government rather than KDB takes
the basic decisions (Government-directed projects), KDB's appraisals largely
consist of checking and supplementing the evaluation work done by the minis-
tries concerned. For very large projects such as loans to Korea Electric
Company and Pohang Steel Company, KDB does not prepare an appraisal report
but is consulted by the Government at the time of project formulation.
(see also paragraph 2.18).
2.13 Follow-up. KDB's follow-up procedures are thorough and well
organized. Specific guidelines have been established to handle supervision
which is undertaken by the operational departments at Head Office or the
Branches, depending on the location of projects (see paragraph 2.10). Ap-
praisal officers normally are also responsible for the follow-up. During
the construction stage the Technical Services Department conducts spot checks
and upon completion prepares a completion report. Field visits are conducted
systematically for completed projects, including occasional field audits.
Clients have to submit periodic reports and the KDB management is kept
informed of the progress of projects. Projects in arrears for more than six
months are transferred to the Special Loan Department for assistance which
may include the deputation of specialists to the troubled project for
several months. If the condition of the enterprise does not improve and
there is no hope of progress or if the client is in default on four
consecutive instalments due, then the project is transferred to the Read-
Justment Corporation (See Annex 8) which takes the necessary legal action
for recovery of amounts due.
2.14 Procurement and Disbursement. Procurement and Disbursement pro-
cedures are well designed, are strictly enforced and are satisfactory. Pro-
curement in the case of foreign loans is done in three ways: (1) through
OSROK (Office of Supply, Republic of Korea), (2) by the sub-borrower through
formal competitive bidding and (3) by the sub-borrower without competitive
bidding. 1/ If the third method is used, KDB checks whether the clients'
selections were appropriate and reasonably priced.
2.15 In the case of a domestic currency loan, KDB opens a credit control
account to which the full loan amount is credited as soon as the loan is
formally committed; amounts are considered as fully disbursed at this stage.
Actual payments are then made from that account as expenditures are certified
and reimbursed, usually after plant visits and checking of documents. The
established disbursement procedures are effective in making sure that with-
drawals from the credit control account are made only for the purposes of
the loan. For foreign currency loans, KDB follows the procedures laid down
by the lending institutions. KDB should face no particular problem in
1/ Projects accounting for 10% of foreign loans have used this method.
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observing the Bank procedures as it is already familiar with similar procedure
prescribed by ADB.
2.16 Operational planning. Within the framework of its long-term plans,
KDB does its detailed operational planning on an annual basis by preparing
an Operational Program (OP) which is a requirement under the KDB Act, and
which has to be approved by the Government. The Operational Program is
essentially a statement of projected sources and uses of funds in the following
year. On the "uses" side, the input comes from the operating departments and
branches which project demand from existing or new clients, and from various
Government ministries which propose specific projects for financing by KDB.
The sources section details how KDB expects to raise resources to meet the
projected uses, what KDB expects to receive from the national budget, (which
becomes a commitment by the Government when it approves the Operational
Program), how much it plans to raise by issuing IFDs, how much from the
various funds (e.g. National Investment Fund, Rationalization Fund, etc.),
how much by borrowing from foreign sources, etc. The Operational Program
for 1974 is given in Annex 4.
Relations with Government
2.17 As the sole shareholder of KDB, the Government appoints the Board
of Executive Directors, including the Governor. However, all the Executive
Directors, except the Governor, have always been appointed by promotion from
within KDB, ensuring that the Board is composed of experienced professionals.
KDB's policies are set by its Board independently within the framework of
overall economic policies and priorities set by the Government as expressed
through such instruments as the Five-Year Plans. The Government exercises
overall control of KDB through the mechanism of annual Operational Programs
(paragraph 2,16). Changes in KDB's Operating Manual, By-laws and annual
budget are also subject to Government's approval. The Government may also
effect basic changes in KDB's functions by amending the KDB Act, as it did
to enable KDB to give guarantees (paragraph 3.14).
2.18 In its decision making process, KDE is not entirely independent.
For very large projects of national priority for which the Government also
provides the needed resources, the basic decision is taken by the Government.
However KDB retains the right to refuse to finance any project which it
does not judge to conform to its standards and criteria. KDB has full
autonomy in investment decisions on all projects which it finances from funds
which it raises independently of the Government (including those from
international institutions with Government guarantees). As for guarantee
operations, KDBts input comes at an early stage when it examines the proposals
at the request of the Economic Planning Board (paragraph 2.10), and a
separate arrangement has been made in respect of these operations (paragraph
3.17). It is estimated that in the 18 month period ended June 30, 1974,
projects referred to KDB by the Government accounted for 39% of total opera-
tions. On the basis of KDB's experience in the use of funds from inter-
national institutions (ADB, KFW, AID), there is no doubt that KDB will have
complete independence and autonomy in making decisions about projects to be
financed from the proceeds of the proposed Bank loan.
'2.19 Working relations between KDB and the Gcvernment are close and
cordial. The Governor of KDB sits on various ministerial level committees;
other staff represent KDB on lower level committees. KDBts professionalism
is respected by the Government and it is not infrequent for KDB to receive
requests for advice on specific subjects.
III. OPERATIONS AND RESOURCES
Summary of Operations
3.01 KDB's financial assistance may be classified in three major
categories: (a) loans in domestic and foreign currencies for equipment
financing and working capital; (b) investments in equity shares, corporate
and municipal bonds and debentures; and (c) guarantees in domestic and
foreign currencies. KDB finances projects in both the private and public
sectors. The following summary indicates the magnitude and composition
of KDB's operations in the past six years (billion Won):
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Loan Commitments:
Domestic Currency 40.6 42.4 47.1 140.7 94.5 128.9
Foreign Currency 2.6 3.7 13.2 13.3 10.6 24.3
Total Loans 43.2 46.1 60.3 154.0 105.1 153.2
Investments in:
Equity Shares 14.5 21.4 7.5 23.4 3.0 10.7
Bonds and Debentures 2.6 1.8 0.7 0.4 0.9 1.7
Total Investments 17.1 23.2 8.2 23.8 3.9 12.4
Guarantees Issued:
Domestic Currency
Guarantees 37.9 26.6 19.9 12.2 66.5 28.1
Foreign Currency
Guarantees 128.7 148.2 196.3 113.0 247.2 591.5
Total Guarantees 166.6 174.8 216.2 125.2 313.7 619.6
Total Commitments 226.9 244.1 284.7 303.0 422.7 785.2
In addition to its financial activities, KDB also renders various non-
financial services which are described in paragraph 3.23.
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Lending Operations
3.02 Trend of commitments. KDB's loan commitments, disbursements,
repayments and amounts outstanding are summarized in Annex 5. During its
twenty years of operations, KDB's total loan commitments have amounted to
W 659 billion ($1.4 billion equivalent), of which over 85% were committed
during the six years ended December 31, 1974, reflecting a significant
acceleration in KDB's lending in recent years. During this six year period,
loan commitments have shown a steadily rising trend. However, loan commit-
ments in 1972 were exceptionally large because of the direct impact on
KDB's operations of the economic, fiscal and monetary measures taken by the
Government in that year (Emergency Decree of August 3, 1972) as a result of
which there was a sudden jump of W 42.31 billion in KDB's loan commitments.
3.03 Foreign currency loans. As of December 31, 1974, total outstanding
loans amounted to W 425.69 billion ($878 million equivalent) relating to
2,070 projects. Domestic currency loans (W 393.67 billion or $ 812 million
equivalent for 1,773 projects) accounted for 92% of total outstanding loans,
while foreign currency loans (W 32.0 billion or $ 66 million equivalent for
297 projects) accounted for the remaining 8%. KDB started its foreign
currency lending operations in 1960 when the Government allocated to it an
AID loan. KDB's foreign currency loans have increased significantly since
KDB obtained its first loan directly from ADB in 1970; outstanding foreign
currency loans increased by about five times from W 4.9 billion equivalent
as of December 31, 1970 to W 32.0 billion as of December 31, 1974. Despite
this rapid increase, the proportion of foreign currency loans in KDB's total
loan portfolio did not rise much because domestic currency loan commitments
were also increasing rapidly during the period. All foreign currency sub-loans
are for equipment purchases and most of them are made from credits obtained
from international institutions; loans obtained from foreign commercial
banks are mostly used in making domestic currency loans, with the exchange
risk borne by the sub-borrower.
3.04 Short-term loans. Of the outstanding amount of domestic currency
loans, W 53.21 billion (1,250 projects) were working capital loans (for up to
one year) and W 340.46 billion (523 projects) for capital goods or equipment
loans. KDB makes working capital loans only to its long-term borrowers,
Government projects, or projects which KDB itself controls or manages. The
objective behind providing working capital (operating) loans is to ensure that
KDB-financed projects and Government projects do not run into operating
difficulties due to paucity of short-term funds. KDB does not compete with
commercial banks.
3.05 Features of loan commitments. Annex 6 gives an analysis of loan
commitments as at December 31, 1973.1/ About 33% of outstanding loans by
amount related to private sector projects and 67% to public sector projects.
1/ Analysis of loan commitments is for the year ended December 31, 1973
as detailed data for 1974 is not yet available.
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In terms of number of projects, the picture is quite different: 80% of
loans have gone to the private sector and 20% to the public sector. This
is explained by the fact that Government promotes and operates only large
industrial projects which are judged to be beyond the financial capacity of
the private sector. Consequently, the average size of loans made to the
public sector (W 514.7 million or $1.1 million equivalent) is much higher
than the average size of loans to the private sector (W 67.4 million or
$139,000 equivalent). Large Government projects have heavily influenced
the size distribution of KDB loans, e.g. only 15% of its loans exceeded
W 200 million each by number but such loans account for 78.5% of the total
outstanding loans by amount.
3.06 About two-thirds of the outstanding loan amount relates to new pro-
jects. By sector, KDB's loan portfolio covers a broad spectrum. The two
largest recipient sectors are power generation (38.5%) and manufacturing
(38.2%) followed by transportation (7.8%), banking and insurance (5.9%),
mining and quarrying (4.9%), construction (3.4X) and miscellaneous industries
(2.3%). If KDB's loans to Korea Electric Company are excluded (see para-
graph 4.12), manufacturing would account for 61.3% of the total loan portfolio.
Within the manufacturing sector, the portfolio appears well diversified with
fabricated metal products and machinery manufacturing taking the largest
share (27%) followed by basic metals (22%), chemicals and petroleum (16%)
and others (20%). Geographically, KDB's loan commitments have followed the
pattern of industrial location in Korea. The Seoul and Busan cities have
accounted for about 53% of total IDB loan commitments. With increasing
Government emphasis on wider geographic dispersal of new industrial invest-
ment, KDB should achieve a better regional spread in the future; no quick
change in regional distribution of its overall portfolio can be expected,
however.
3.07 KDB's interest rates. As discussed in Annex 1, interest rates in
Korea are controlled by the Government. Prevailing interest rates in Korea
and those charged by KDB are given in Annex 1B and 1C. The general interest
rates on equipment loans in domestic currency is 15.5% and that on foreign
currency loans is 9-10.5% with the exchange risk assumed by the subborrower.
Considering the present and estimated rate of inflation for the foreseeable
future and currently estimated opportunity cost of capital in Korea, the
Bank has informed the Government that the current rates are low. A dialogue
on this matter involving KDB, the Government and the Bank will be resumed
in the light of the findings and conclusions of the Basic Economic Mission
which has just returned from Korea. In the meantime, KDB will on-lend the
proceeds of the proposed Bank loan at a rate two percentage points above the
Bank's lending rate.
Investment Operations
3.08 A summary of KDB's investment operations during the last six years
is given in Annex 7. KDB's total investment portfolio as of December 31,
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1974 stood at W 76.0 billion ($157 million equivalent) of which about 87% was
in the form of equity shares (W 65.9 billion) and 13% in bonds and debentures
(W 10.1 billion). During this period, equity investments increased at an
annual rate of 49%. The importance of bonds and debentures in KDB's total
investments has steadily declined. Most of the bonds and debentures held
by KDB were issued by various municipalities.
3.09 Mode of acquisition. KDB has acquired its equity investments
through (a) direct cash subscriptions, (b) conversion of loans into shares,
and (c) transfers of shares in industrial companies from the Government as
contributions to paid-in capital. Total equity investment of W 65.9 billion
as of December 31, 1974, was acquired as follows:
Billion Won %
Direct cash subscriptions 43.1 65.4
Conversions of loans 5.4 8.2
Transfers from Government 17.4 26.4
65.9 100.0
It is significant that during the three vears ended December 31, 1974, net
outstanding investment in shares acquired through direct cash subscriptions
and conversions of loans increased by 158% and 56% respectively while there
was a net decline of 74% in the total amount of shares transferred from the
Government. This trend is likely to continue in the future.
3.10 Extent ofonrship. Out of the total of 26 companies in which
KDB has an equity investment, its shareholding in 7 companies amounts to
more than 50% of their respective paid-in capital. Such companies account
for 35% (W 23.3 billion) of KDB's total equity investments. In 6 of these
7 companies, KDB has invested either directly or through conversion of loans
and in one company investment was acquired partly through direct investment
and loan conversion and partly through share transfers from the Government.
Five companies accounting for 91% of total investment in thos 7 companies, are
in the manufacturing sector, including a steel mill, an electric machinery
making project and a fertilizer project. All these projects fall within the
category of high priority projects. The two non-manufacturing companies -
Korea Industrial Leasing Company (KIL) and Readjustment Corporation (RC) -
both 100% owned are in effect corporate extensions of KDB operations. KIL
is engaged in the business of leasl.g industrial machinery and equipment,
while RC acts as a collection agent for KDB as well as other financial
institutions in the country. Some aspects of the constitution and operations
of these two companies are described in Annex 8. Except for KDB's invest-
ments in KIL and RC, investments in all other companies are of a temporary
nature to be sold as soon as KDB prudently can, and most of them were made
to safeguard its existing investments (including loans) by taking over
majority ownership to control their management. During 1969-1974, KDB sold
its holdings in 10 companies for a total amount of W 4.9 billion.
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3,11 KDB Shareholding Act and Shareholding Administration Fund. The KDB
Shareholding Act which also created the Shareholding Administration Fund (SAF),
was approved and promulgated in August 1969. Its purpose was to give KDB
closer and more effective control over the management and finances of companies
in which KDB had majority holding (excluding KIL and RC) with a view to
ensuring their sound growth. Under the provisions of this Act, a Shareholding
Administration Committee (SAC) was set up comprising nine members including
the Ministers of Economic Planning Board (also Chairman of SAC), Finance,
Agriculture and Forestry, Commerce and Industry, Construction and Trans-
portation, the Governor of KDB and two independent persons from the public
with knowledge of and background in business administration. The SAF,
maintained within KDB, represents a separate accounting of all investments
in KDB-controlled enterprises, funds generated by their sales and dividend
collections. The innovative mechanism set up by the Shareholding Act has
given an opportunity to KDB, on the one hand to keep a close watch on the
management and operations of the companies brought within its ambit and,
on the other hand, effectively to influence the various Government policies
directly affecting the operation of such companies. This unusual arrangement
has produced good results; most of these companies have shown considerable
improvements in their operational performance (see paragraph 4.11) enabling
SAC so far to liquidate KDB's shareholding in 10 companies of the 17 companies
brought within its purview.
3.12 Exposure in subsidiaries. KDB's investment in 7 companies exceeds
50% of their respective paid-in capital. Two of these, KIL and RC, are in
effect corporate extensions of KDB operations. The investment in the other
5 companies does not constitute unduly high risk to KDB's portfolio. This
assessment is based on more factors than one: the investments are temporary
and KDB has a firm policy of selling its shareholdings as soon as it pru-
dently can (it sold three subsidiaries in 1974); the invested companies
are effectively supervised both by KDB and the Government through SAC; com-
mercially the investment portfolio has started yielding reasonable returns
(in 1974, the yield was 7.6%), and the total investment in the subsidiaries
(other than KIL and RC) has been reduced over the years to less than 5% of
KDB's total assets (excluding guarantees). It is expected that KDB's ex-
posure in these 5 companies will be gradually reduced as KDB sells its
shareholdings. The revised Policy Statement guards against new acquisitions
in excess of 50% of the total share capital of the invested companies.
3.13 Features of equity investments. An analysis of KDB's equity invest-
ments is given in Annex 6. All companies in which KDB has invested, except
one, belong to the public sector. In terms of amount, 85% of total invest-
ment has been made in Government projects and the remaining 15% in the
private sector. The preponderance of public sector projects in its equity
investment portfolio reflects KDBts policy of investing in large and complex
projects of national importance generally beyond the capacity of the private
sector and the fact that part of the portfolio has been transferred by the
Government to KDB. Manufacturing is the predominant sector in KDB's equity
investment portfolio, accounting for about 88% of the total. Within the
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manufacturing sector, 52% has gone to basic metals projects such as steel
and aluminum, 39% to fertilizer and other chemical projects, 8% to machinery
manufacturing projects and the balance of 1% to miscellaneous industries.
About 80% of total equity investment is represented by four transactions of
which three were transfers from the Government. The average size of each
individual investment transaction is W 1.33 billion while average size of
total investment in each company is W 2.0 billion.
Guarantee Operations
3.14 KDB started its guarantee operations after an amendment to the KDB
Act in December 1961 which enabled it to issue repayment guarantees in domestic
currency only. In July 1968 KDB was authorized to issue repayment guarantees
to Korea Exchange Bank (KEB) against foreign currency loans. Finally, in
September 1972 KDB was authorized to issue foreign exchange guarantees
directly to foreign creditors. The risks involved in guarantees issued
directly to the foreign creditor or to KEB are identical.
3.15 KDB's guarantee operations during the 1969-1974 period are sum-
marized in Annex 9. In the past six years ended December 31, 1974, total
guarantees issued by KDB amotuted to W 1,616.1 billion or $3.3 billion
equivalent (W 1,424.9 billion in foreign currency and W 191.2 billion in
domestic currency), while guarantees totalling W 480.4 billion ($1.0 bil-
lion equivalent) were redeemed. On the whole, total outstanding guarantees
increased by almost 650% - from W 175.4 billion as of January 1, 1969 to
W 1,311.1 billion as at December 31, 1974 of which 95% were external
repayment guarantees (those issued against foreign suppliers' credit arranged
by Korean entrepreneurs). Most of these guarantees were issued to KEB which
in turn issued its repayment guarantees to the foreign creditor (paragraph
2.10). KDB's external repayment guarantees account for about 45% of Korea's
total foreign term liabilities.
3.16 Features of outstanding guarantees. The main features of KDB's
outstanding guarantees as of December 31, 1973 are given in Annex 6. The
major part (53.8%) of guarantees has been issued for private sector projects.
This is in contrast to KDB's other forms of assistance such as loans and
investments, of which only 33% and 14.6% respectively have gone to the
private sector. In terms of the number of guarantees, the share of the
private sector is even higher (70%). Another feature is that a major part
(61.3%) of guarantees has been issued to existing companies, whereas the major
part of loans (64.2%) has gone to new projects. This reflects KDB's policy
of giving preference to established companies in considering requests for
guarantees. Over 92% of KDB guarantees have gone to the electricity (32.3%)
and manufacturing (60.2%) sectors. In the electricity sector almost all
guarantees have been issued on behalf of one client, Korea Electric Company
(KECO), which is Korea's national power generating and distribution company,
controlled by the Government (paragraph 4.12). Within the manufacturing
sector, chemicals and petroleum (30%), fabricated metal products (22.4%),
textiles (15.3Z), basic metals (14.1%) and non-metallic mineral products (14%)
are important sub-sectors. The geographical distribution of KDB guarantees
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is almost identical to that of loans. Average size of guarantees issued is
W 1.0 billion. There are 147 guarantees issued in excess of W 2.0 billion
each (18.7% of total) but these represent 84.5% of the total amount guaranteed;
public sector projects (steel mills, KECO, oil refinery, fertilizer plants)
account for most of the largest guarantees,
3.17 Guarantee operations and KDB's creditworthiness. KDB's guarantee
operations are over two and half times the size of its loan and investment
operations combined, and outstanding guarantees more than nine times its
net worth. If guarantees are included in its debt, KDB's long term debt/
equity ratio would be 11.7. Moreover, some of the guarantees issued by KDB
are very large indeed, e.g., as of June 30, 1974, the fourteen largest
guarantees represented almost 70% of total outstanding guarantees as of that
date and the range was W 11.2 billion to W 201 billion ($28 million to $500
million). Although the delinquency rate so far has been negligible, the
existing potential risk to KDB is considerable and seriously affects the
judgement of KDB's long-term creditworthiness. (Moreover, the guarantee fee
of 0.4 to 0.6% on outstanding guarantees common to all banking institutions
in Korea, appears to be unduly low.) Yet a complete elimination of KDB's
guarantee function, or even a severe curtailment of it, would not be in
the larger interests of the country. Korea needs and will long continue
to need large inflows of foreign capital and KDB is in a good position to
encourage such inflows by its guarantee function. An arrangement, satisfactory
to the Bank, has now been worked out between the Government and KDB, covering
more than 80% of total oustanding guarantee portfolio, which provides, in
brief, that if and when a default shall occur under any guarantee covered
by the arrangement, the Government shall take the necessary steps in order
to enable KDB to meet all obligations falling due under the default. The
arrangement provides further that if and when the Government and KDB reach
the conclusion that the defaulting party has become bankrupt, the Government
shall assume all future obligations of KDB under the guarantee contract.
In view of this Guarantee Release Arrangement, it is appropriate, for the
purpose of limiting KDB's borrowing powers (see paragraph 4.07), to exclude
the guarantees from the definition of debt which are covered under the
Arrangement.
Economic Impact of KDB's Operations
3.18 The economic impact of KDB's operations is examined in Annex 10,
"KDB's Role in the Economy"', and summarized in the following paragraphs.
3.19 KDB in peropective. KDB is by far the largest long-term lending
institution in Korea accounting for 46% of all medium- and long-term loans
by the banking sector outstanding at the end of 1973. It directly financed
8% of total fixed capital formation, and 16% of total fixed investment in
the manufacturing sector, in 1973. As KDB on an average finances about 30%
- of total project cost, and if guarantees are included, KDB was involved in
close to 40% of total fixed investment in the country in 1973. Its guarantee
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portfolio at the end of 1973 (US$1.5 billion equivalent) accounted for 38%
of Korea's total foreign medium- and long-term debt and in 1973 its clients
accounted for 41% of Korea's total exports of manufactures.
3.20 Employment and output. In 1972, enterprises assisted by KDB
accounted for about one fourth of total industrial employment and output in
the country. As some of KDB-assisted projects are very capital-intensive
(steel mills, petrochemical plants), the average cost per job for 109 projects
completed between 1970 and 1973 was US$14,000 compared to a national average
of US$4,200 equivalent in 1972; excluding the two steel plants and three
petrochemical plants from the sample, the average cost per job would decrease
to US$4,100 equivalent. By the end of 1972, projects assisted by KDB had
created 250,000 new jobs and, in 1972, their output was valued at US$1.2
billion equivalent (25% of total industrial output in that year).
3.21 Resource mobilization. KDB's resource mobilization effort from
sources other than the Government has been impressive. Of its total re-
sources as of December 31, 1974, almost 37% (US$479 million equivalent) were
raised independently. Funds raised independently 1/ include those raised
in the domestic capital market (51.8%), borrowings from international
institutions (12.5%) and borrowings from international capital markets (25.9%).
Early in 1974, KDB borrowed US$80 million from a consortium of foreign banks
without Government guarantee. In October 1974, KDB borrowed US$19 million
equivalent from Abu Dhabi and expects to tap the Middle East capital market
again in 1975. At the project level, KDB has been instrumental in raising
resources indirectly by persuading some of its clients to meet a higher
proportion of total project costs from their own resources than they envisaged
initially.
3.22 Economic rates of return of KDB projects. KDB does not routinely
calculate the economic rates of return (ERR) of the projects it finances.
However, the ERRs of a sample of 28 projects were found to be very satis-
factory, averaging 30% with only four below 17%. The average ERR was higher
than the average financial rate of return (FRR) although in 3 cases the FRR
was higher than the ERR. In all cases the ERR was higher than the current
estimate of the opportunity cost of capital in Korea. The satisfactory
ERRs are not surprising because Korea's industrial development policies and
priorities have been highly successful, and by adhering to them closely
KDB has been able to finance economically good projects.
3.23 Other contributions. KDB has been performing an important func-
tion by temporarily holding a majority interest in Government sponsored
projects, and subsequently selling the shares to private investors after
improving project performance. It has helped broaden the enterpreneurial
base in Korea by financing projects proposed by persons without previous
industrial experience. KDB also carries out, on a regular basis, statistical
surveys, conducts economic and industrial research, undertakes engineering
surveys and business analyses and provides managerial assistance to its pro-
jects. In addition, KDB has often been called upon by the Government to
1/ Funds provided by retained earnings accounted for 12.9%.
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give its opinion on major policy issues, and it has assisted in many Govern-
ment projects and programs. KDB's management is regularly represented on
many important Government committees such as the Economic Cabinet Meeting,
the FCIDC, the Industrial Rationalization Council, the Advisory Committee
for Economic Planning and the NIF-Management Council.
Resources
3.24 As of December 31, 1974, KDB's total resources amounted to W 628.7
billion ($1.31 billion equivalent) of which W 527.4 billion ($1.1 billion
equivalent) or 83.9% were raised in domestic currency and W 101.3 billion
($208 million) or 16.1% in foreign currency. A detailed description of
KDB's resources and the main terms and conditions of borrowed funds are
given in Annexes 11, 12 and 13.
3.25 KDB's equity is its single largest source of funds. The authorized
capital is W 300 billion. The Government's initial subscription to KDB's
paid-in capital made in 1954 was W 10 million; the present paid-in amount
is W 119.7 billion (December 31, 1974). Increases in paid-in capital since
the beginning of 1969 have been much larger (W 99.8 billion) than in the
earlier 15-year period (1954-1968). Reserves and retained earnings
amounted to W 22.9 billion as of December 31, 1974.
3.26 KDB's domestic currency borrowings can be divided into three
categories: (a) direct borrowings from the Government, (b) borrowings
from Government institutions or funds (such as NIF and IRF) and (c)
borrowings from the general public. Direct borrowings from the Government
(W 136.6 billion as of December 31, 1974 representing 26% of total domestic
resources) mainly come in the form of budgetary allocations made on the
basis of KDB's resource requirements set forth in its yearly OP (paragraph
2.17). A part of the funds lent by the Government is for specified
projects and/or sectors, while the rest is available to KDB for its normal
operational purposes. Borrowings from Government institutions and funds
(SFDs, NIF, IRF and TDF) amounted to W 118.9 billion (23% of total domestic
currency resources) as of December 31, 1974. These funds have been provided
to KDB under the Government's various plans to provide funds to specific
sectors of the economy. Borrowings from the public include IFDs and deposits
(W 120.2 billion or 23% of total domestic currency resources as of December
31, 1974) raised independently by KDB.
3.27 Until 1969 KDB was completely dependent on the Government for
its foreign currency resources. In 1970 KDB obtained its first direct
foreign currency loan ($10 million from ADB). Since then over 95% of
foreign currency resources have been obtained directly by KDB and 5%
were obtained through the Government. As a result, the proportion of
resources - in foreign as well as domestic currencies - received from the
Government declined from 71% in 1969 to 63% in 1974. The change in the
source of funds was much more pronounced during the latest 2 years period
ended December 31, 1974 when only 54% of total new resources came from the
Government and 46% were independently obtained by KDB. A statement of
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resources received annually from the Government and raised independently
by KDB since January 1, 1969 is given in Annex 13.
3.28 In lending its foreign exchange funds, KDB does not assume foreign
exchange risk. Even when it uses its foreign exchange resources to make
loans in domestic currency and when it makes loans from "revolving funds",
KDB protects itself against the exchange risk through a "maintenance of
value" clause in its loan agreements with sub-borrowers. On loans received
from OECF and Ex-Im Bank, Japan, amounting to W 21.6 billion, KDB makes a
provision amounting to 1.5% of interest income from sub-loans to cover the
exchange risk; excess of actual losses, if any, is to be met by the Govern-
ment.
3.29 Out of total resources of W 628.7 billion, KDB's disbursements
up to December 31, 1974 had amounted to W 569.2 billion giving a net resource
availability of W 59.5 billion for further disbursements. After accounting
for KDB's undisbursed commitments (W 14.3 billion) the net resources avail-
able for further commitments amounted to W 45.2 billion as of December 31,
1974. Details of the long-term resource position as of June 30, 1974 are
given in Annex 14.
IV. FINANCIAL CONDITION AND PORTFOLIO EVALUATION
Basis of Accounting
4.01 As is conventional in most other financial institutions in Korea,
KDB states income on an actual receipts basis and expenses on an accrual
basis in its annual accounts. However, financial statements for 1972 and
1973 were prepared by independent external auditors, Arthur Young & Co. (AY)
(paragraph 4.08), and are based on an accrual basis for both expenses and
income. Consequently, KDB's financial position and performance shown in
respect of 1972 and 1973 are better than was originally displayed by the
financial statements prepared by KDB itself. 1/
Financial Performance
4.02 KDB's income statements for six years ended December 31, 1974 are
summarized in Annex 15. Some highlights are given below (billion Won): 1/
1/ On the accrual basis, net income is higher by W 1.0 billion and W 0.2
billion for 1972 and 1973 respectively. Income for 1969, 1970, 1971
and 1974 is on an actual receipts basis and expenses on an accrual
basis.
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Years ended December 31 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Gross income 10.5 15.7 19.8 25.8 32.7 43.0
Financial expenses 6.6 11.1 14.8 17.8 23.7 33.5
Gross margin 3.9 4.6 5.0 8.0 9.0 9.5
Administrative xpenses
& provision for bad debts 2.6 3.1 3.5 4.1 5.4 5.4
Net Income 1.3 1.5 1.5 3.9 3.6 4.1
Gross earnings as % of
average total assets 8.0 9.1 8.8 8.1 7.7 8.3
Net income before provisions
as Z of average total assets 1.0 0.9 0.7 1.6 1.2 0.8
Net income as % of average
equity 4.1 3.0 2.4 3.7 2.5 2.9
4.03 In absolute terms KDB's profitability rose sharply in 1972 as a
result of record business operations in that year. KDB's "spread" also
improved in that year as a result of a restructuring of KDB's financial
expenses and income after the promulgation of the Emergency Presidential
Decree of August 1972. The slight fall in KDB's net income in 1973
(W 3.6 billion as compared to W 3.9 billion in 1972) was caused by a negative
spread on KDB's lending operations and an increase in administrative costs
(from W 2.8 billion in 1972 to W 4.1 billion in 1973). During the past six
years, total administrative expenses increased by about 109%. Related to
total assets, however, administrative expenses declined from 2.0% in 1969
to 1% in 1974, since KDB's total assets increased by 309%.
4.04 KDB's overall profitability is low mainly because the sole
shareholder, the Government of Korea, does not regard it as primarily a
profit making institution, but as a development agency. KDB's "spread" 1/
has always been small, ranging between a maximum of 2.8% to a minimum of
- 0.5% during the last six years. If equity funds are included, the overall
spread would be, on average, 3.5% annually for the last 6 years. KDB's
profitability has also been adversely affected in the past by a marginal
yield on its equity investments (paragraph 4.11) and the rather meager
income from its guarantee operations (paragraph 3.17).
4.05 KDB does not make provisions for bad and doubtful accounts; instead
it recognizes actual bad debts as and when they arise. During the past six
1/ Income on loan portfolio as Z of average loan portfolio minus cost
of term debts as % of average term debts.
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years, KDB wrote off debts only twice; W 1.63 million and W 64 million in
1973, and 1974 respectively. However, the external auditors, while auditing
the accounts for 1972 and 1973 independently estimated and proposed pro-
visions for doubtful debts. These provisions amounting to W 1.26 billion
for 1972 and W 1.27 billion for 1973 represented 0.53% and 0.40% of out-
standing loan portfolio as at the end of each of those years.
Financial Position
4.06 KDB's balance sheets as of December 31, 1969 through 1974 are
summarized in Annex 16, and some indicators of financial position and
operational performance are given in Annex 17. Total assets increased by
309% (51% per annum) from W 142.9 billion as of December 31, 1969 to
W 584,4 billion as of December 31, 1974. Loan portfolio (W 425.7 billion)
accounted for 73% of total assets as of December 31, 1974, while its cor-
responding share six years ago was 67%. Simultaneously, investment port-
folio as a percentage of total assets declined from 24.1% to 13.0%,
despite a 120% increase in the absolute amount of the investment portfolio.
On the resources side of the balance sheet, long-term debts increased by
348% from W 94.2 billion in 1969 to W 422.0 billion in 1974. Foreign
currency borrowings increased from W 3.4 billion to W 64.0 billion, while
their share in total long-term debts increased from 3.6% to 15%. KDB's
equity increased by 284% of which 87% was in the form of contributions
to paid-in capital and 13% in the form of increase in retained earnings.
KDB's current position is highly satisfactory with a current ratio of 3.9.
Debt/Equity Ratio
4.07 There is no statutory limit on KDB's overall debt/equity ratio,
nor does KDB's Policy Statement place any restriction on its borrowings.
The KDB Act, however, stipulates that at any time the aggregate of out-
standing amounts of IFDs and KDB guarantees shall not exceed ten times
its net worth. KDB is within this limit, the actual ratio being 9.8 as of
December 31, 1974. As of December 31, 1974 KDB's long-term debt/equity
ratio was 3.0:1. After consolidating its accounts with those of its two
permanent subsidiaries (Readjustment Corporation and Korea Industrial
Leasing Company) KDB's debt/equity ratio becomes 3.3:1. Guarantees have
been excluded from the foregoing computations of debt/equity ratio for the
reason given in paragraph 3.17. If guarantees were to be included, the
debt/equity ratio would become 11.7:1.
Audit
4.08 KDB's accounts are audited by its Government appointed internal
auditor who is a permanent member of KDB's Board of Directors, but having no
vote. KDB engaged the services of Arthur Young & Company (AY) of the United
States to audit KDB's accounts for 1973. While preparing audited accounts
for 1973, AY also prepared for comparison purposes audited accounts for
1972. AY has given an unqualified report for both years. KDB has no
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objection to having its accounts audited by independent qualified external
auditors satisfactory to the Bank. AY has already been appointed to audit
the accounts for 1974.
Evaluation of KDB's Portfolio
4.09 Loan portfolio. On the whole KDB's loan portfolio is sound. An
analysis of KDB's clients as of December 31, 1973, showed that of the 452
companies in operation (93% of total clients) 282 companies representing
63% of the loan portfolio had profitable operations in each of the past three
years, 52 companies (4.3% of the loan amount) had two profitable years in
the past three, while 80 companies (12.2% of the loan amount) had profitable
operations in at least one of the three years. Only 38 companies (8% of
total by amount) had losses in each of the past three years. The default
rate has been low and has declined further in the recent past. Total
arrears of principal and interest stood at W 18.4 billion (5.5% of total loan
portfolio) as of December 31, 1973, and have declined to W 17.1 billion 1/
(4.6% of total loan portfolio) as of June 30, 1974. The percentage of the
portfolio affected by defaults also declined from 7.6% to 4.8% during the
same period. Since January 1, 1971 there has been a noticeable improvement
in KDB's loan collections as indicated by the improvement in total collec-
tions as a percentage of total amount due in that year from 72.5% in 1971
to 91.3%, 94.6% and 97.2% in 1972, 1973 and 1974 (to June 30) respectively.
4.10 In terms of the provisions of its Operating Manual and the
"Policy Statement" KDB is required to obtain at least 125% collateral
against its loans and 120% collateral against its guarantees. However,
there is no collateral requirement for loans to and guarantees made on
behalf of Government and KDB owned and/or controlled enterprises and public
bodies. As at December 31, 1973 total loan and guarantee assistance given
to KDB and Government-owned and/or controlled enterprises and public
bodies had amounted to W 672.6 billion (loans W 237.6 billion and guarantees
W 435.0 billion). The value of collateral held by KDB against the remaininig
loans (W 80.9 billion) and guarantees (W 352.4 billion) was W 523.4 billion
or 121% of KDB's outstanding assistance. The collateral values are con-
servatively appraised, and when the Guarantee Release Arrangement (paragraph
3.17) becomes effective, the collateral coverage for KDB loans would become
very satisfactory.
4.11 Equitv investment portfolio. While evaluating KDB's equity
investment portfolio, it should be kept in mind that KDB makes equity
investments either to promote a project considered vital for the national
economy or to acquire sufficient control over a client in difficulties to
be able to improve its management and thereby its operating results; KDB
does not make equity investments purely for profit making purposes. Against
that background the performance of KDB's investment portfolio has been
sati3factory. Total yield on investment has improved from an average of
2% during 1969 to 1972 to 5.4% in 1973 and 7.5% in 1974. The capital gains
reported as realized are, at least notionally, inflated as in the past KDB
1/ Including the amounts transferred to Readjustment Corporation.
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sold some of its investments on a deferred payment basis with the interest
charged on the deferred amount invariably lower than the prevalent interest
rate affecting KDB's income in future years. Such sales have, however,
become less frequent in recent years and the amounts involved have also
become much smaller. For example, in 1971 total notional loss (spread over
12 years period) was W 1.6 billion compared to W 479 million for 1972 and
W 405 million for 1973. There were three sale transactions in 1974, all for
cash payment. The performance of companies in which KDB had invested has
considerably improved during the last two years; KDB is unlikely in future
to have to resort to sale on concessional financing terms.
4.12 Investment in KECO. KECO is Korea's national electricity genera-
ting and distribution company and has an almost monopolistic position.
ks at June 30, 1974 KDB's total investment (excluding guarantees) in KECO
amounted to W 134.5 billion (loans W 132.7 billion and equity investment
W 1.8 billion) which accounted for 37% of KDB's total outstanding loan
portfolio and 2.9% of its total equity investment portfolio. Moreover, most
loans to KECO were made by KDB at the behest of the Government. In order
to safeguard KDB against the risks of excessive exposure, an arrangement
satisfactory to the Bank has been worked out between KDB and the Government
whereby, in effect, the risks involved have been taken over by the Govern-
ment.
V. PROSPECTS
General Outlook
5.01 Because of its export oriented development strategy, the health
of Korea's economy depends heavily on world-wide economic conditions. The
slow down in the economies of Korea's major export markets, USA and especially
Japan, has already affected Korea's economic growth. At this time the
Government has not changed its long term outlook significantly although the
short-term macro economic framework is being reviewed. The basic development
strategy of reliance on the export oriented manufacturing sector is being
maintained.
5.02 The Government's industrial strategy aims especially to deepen the
industrial structure by promoting heavy and chemical industries, a move
which started in the late sixties and has gained considerable momentum since
then. Side by side with heavy industries such as steel, shipbuilding and
chemicals, light industries are also given a significant role; they are
expected to contribute substantially to the achievement of export targets.
In view of the developments of 1974 and resultant prospects of slower growth
in exports than in the past, particular emphasis is now to be placed on
increasing the domestic value added in exports. In terms of total output,
heavy and chemical industries are to increase their share from 35% in 1972
to 51% in 1981; of the total estimated investment during 1973-1981, such
industries are expected to account for about two-thirds. The vast amounts
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(about $12.5 billion over the period) that will be necessary to achieve the
ambitious growth are to be financed increasingly by domestic savings, though
it is likely that dependence on external resources will continue to be subs-
tantial. The financial sector of the economy will be under challenge to
organize the mobilization and allocation of those funds. KDB, because of
its large size, its competent management and staff and its development oriented
policies, will play an important role in Korea's continued development. Its
own operational strategy is likely closely to follow the overall national
industrial strategy.
Business Forecasts
5.03 KDB's operational forecasts for the period 1975-79 are given in
Annex 18. Forecast commitments are as follows (billion Won):
Domestic Foreign
Currency Currency Total
Loans Loans Total Loans Investments Commitments
1974 (actual) 128.95 24.25 153.20 12.36 165.56
1975 136.03 32.70 168.73 9.58 178.31
1976 151.80 39.84 191.64 15.77 207.41
1977 162.45 33.52 195.97 17.92 213.89
1978 173.78 41.75 215.53 19.92 235.45
1979 185.93 42.10 228.03 21.92 249.95
5.04 Commitments for 1975 are based on KDB's Operational Program for
the year (paragraph 2.17), applications in hand for financial assistance
and those expected to be received. From 1976 onwards domestic currency loans
have been projected assuming a 7% growth rate. The projected volume of
operations is constrained by resource expectations rather than by expected
lack of demand for KDB assistance. Considering the Government's growth
targets and estimates of overall investment demand, KDB's business forecasts
are probably too conservative and should be attained unless there is an
unexpected setback in the Government's or KDB's efforts to raise resources.
5.05 The share of foreign currency loans in the total mix of loans
increased from 10% in 1973 to 15.8% in 1974 and is projected to increase to
19.4% in 1975. This reflects the perception of a change only in the pattern
of financing of imports rather than a change in the nature and composition
of projects to be financed. In the past, on an average, 27% of KDB's
domestic currency loans were used for the procurement of imported equipment
and machinery. (Foreign exchange is made available for authorized imports
by the Korean Government against equivalent payment in domestic currency.)
In view of the large demand for its domestic currency funds, KDB proposes
to use foreign currency loans to an increasing extent to finance the
import needs of its sub-projects.
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Resource Needs
5.06 KDB makes use of some of its foreign currency resources for
financing domestic operations, and as stated in the previous paragraph,
a part of its domestic currency loans is in fact used by the borrowers
for financing imports. KDB's resource requirements for the future should
therefore be reviewed in aggregate terms (domestic and foreign resources
together). Since demand for domestic currency funds is expected to be
larger than the availability of funds from domestic sources, KDB intends
to use only its borrowings from such international institutions as KfW,
ADB and the Bank for financing foreign currency loans; funds to be raised
through borrowings from foreign commercial banks and issuance of IFDs in
foreign currency would be converted to augment the domestic currency
resources of KDB. During the two years ending December 31, 1976, KDB's total
additional commitments (loans and investments) are projected at about
W 385.7 billion. Including an investment of about W 35 billion to maintain
satisfactory liquidity (actual investment in liquid assets as of December 31,
1974 was W 31 billion), KDB's total resource needs to the end of 1976 total
W 420.7 billion. During 1975 and 1976 KDB plans to raise total resources of
W 378.4 billion as follows (billion Won):
Sources of Funds
Increase in paid-in capital 11.5
Borrowings from
Government 59.8
NIF 122.2
IRF 11.5
Foreign commercial banks
($80 million) 38.8 /a
Issuance of IFD (net) 66.0 /b
KfW (DM 15 million) 3.0 /a
ADB (US$67 million) 32.5 Ia
IBRD (US$60 million) 29.1 7a
Total 374.4
/a In foreign currencies.
/b Partly issued in foreign currency.
5.07 To the above new resources should be added the uncommitted balance(W 45.2 billion) of resources available as of December 31, 1974 which would
give a total of W 419.6 billion - almost equal to the net requirement of the
period. The proposed Bank loan of W 29.1 billion ($60 million equivalent)
would enable KDB to complete its financing plan for 1975 and 1976. A
schedule of projected disbursement from the proposed Bank loan is given in
Annex 23.
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Financial Projections
5.08 KDB's projected balance sheets as at December 31, 1975 through
1979 are given in Annex 19. In the next five years ending December 31,
1979 total assets are projected to increase at the rate of about 28% p.a.
which is slower than the actual growth rate in the recent past (see para-
graph 4.06). A relatively smaller base helped KDB achieve a high growth
rate in the past. In the next five years, total loan portfolio (net of
provision for doubtful accounts) is projected to increase by more than two
and a half times from W 425.7 billion as at December 31, 1974 to W 1,112.0
billion as of December 31, 1979. Investments, however, are projected to
increase by only about 52% since KDB plans to roll over its investments.
Total naw investments during 1975-79 are projected at W 85.1 billion while
sales are planned at W 45.2 billion. The primary objectives of this
heavy roll over of investments are (a) to reduce KDB's investment in
companies in which its present holding is more than 50% and (b) to broaden
the base of industrial ownership in Korea. Total portfolio (loans plus
investments) is projected to increase by 145% during 1975-79 period.
Reserves and provisions are estimated to increase as a percentage of total
portfolio from 4.6% at the end of 1974 to 6.4% at the end of 1979. Total
debt to equity ratio will improve from 12.3:1 in 1974 (all guarantees
included in debt) to 4.8:1 in 1979 (all guarantees covered by the Guarantee
Release Arrangement excluded from debt). KDB's long-term debt/equity ratio
is likewise projected to improve from 11.7:1 in 1974 to 3.5:1 in 1975 thoni,h
rising gradually thereafter to 4.5:1 in 1979. These ratio take into account
the expected increase in KDB's equity by at least W 85 billion later this
year.
5.09 KDB's projected income statements through 1979 are given in
Annex 20. Based on the projected business operations, net income is
expected to increase from W 4.1 billion in 1974 to W 10.5 billion in 1979.
Consistent with its usual accounting practice, KDB has made projections
of income on an actual receipt basis and of expenses on an accrual basis,
causing projected income to be somewhat understated. Interest income is
expected to contribute 84% of gross income in 1979 (78.5% in 1974). A
relatively high share of equity funds ln KDB's total capitalization assures
profitable operations, despite negative or no margin on lending from borrowed
funds. KDB's actual experience in 1974 supports this expectation (para-
graph 4.04). Net income as a percentage of equity is projected first to
increase from 2.9 in 1974 to 4.7 in 1976 and then to fall slightly to 3.3
in 1979. Considering KDB's role in the Korean economy and the fact that
it is 100% owned by the Government, which does not expect any direct return
on its investment in KDB, the estimated returns on equity are reasonable.
5.10 KDB's projected cash flows are shown in Annex 21. The debt service
cover in future years is apparently thin for two reasons. First, the deposits
received by KDB in foreign currency which amounted to W 34.4 billion as of
December 31, 1974 are projected to be substantially (90%) repaid before the
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end of 1976 resulting in a heavy debt servicing burden during this period, 1/
and are therefore included in the calculation of debt service coverage.
Secondly, KDB's liability to redeem IFDs is large (on an average W 27.5
billion p.a.). A significant part of KDB's resources is raised in the form
of IFDs which are of relatively short duration (average 2 years) but the
funds are used for financing both the short-term working capital loans as
well as long-term equipment loans. Heavy recurring repayments of IFDs would
not create any debt servicing problem as these would be refinanced through
issuance of new IFDs, which exceed yearly redemptions (average new issuance
of IFDs is projected at W 56.4 billion p.a.). Moreover, KDB has taken a
policy decision, with the knowledge of the Government, to issue more of
long-term debentures in foreign capital markets, rather than short-term
debentures in the domestic market. The Government has also agreed to
guarantee KDB's debentures issued in the foreign capital markets. If the
amount of IFDs refinanced annually are excluded, the debt service cover
improves to a minimum of 1.2 times in all the projected years.
Proposed Bank Loan
5.11 As stated in paragraph 5.07, a Bank loan in the amount of US$60
million is recommended to meet a part of KDB's capital requirements to the
end of 1976. The proposed loan will account for considerably less than 10%
of KDB's resource needs for the years 1975 and 1976.
5.12 The Bank could hope to achieve two main objectives through lend-
ing to KDB: (a) financing of industrial development and influencing the
course of policies affecting such development, and (b) having a constructive
influence on KDB as an institution, the Bank's traditional role of insti-
tution building. As regards the first objective, the Bank has recog-
nized that manufacturing is expected to remain the principal engine of
economic growth and employment in Korea, and has concluded that the Bank
Group could support the development of the industrial sector most effectively
through the development finance companies. The Bank has been lending to
KDFC since 1968; with the proposed loan to KDB and another proposed loan to
MIB in FY 76, the Bank will cover the entire specialized field of long-term
industrial lending in Korea. As to the Bank's institution building role,
KDB's management strongly wishes to establish a relationship with the Bank
and is receptive to new ideas. In fact the Bank has already had significant
impact on KDB's policies (a major revision of the Policy Statement) and
financial position (Guarantee Release Arrangemenit and the arrangement in
respect of its loans to KECO). KDB's appraisal techniques are also ex-
pected to improve in the future (InLroduction of the economic rate of
return analysis). Indirectly, the Bank loan may also help KDB in its
resource raising efforts in the international capital markets.
1/ These deposits were made by KEB, which now intends to withdraw them
as KDB has started to raise foreign currency funds independently
from the international money market.
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5.13 The proceeds of the proposed loan will be used to finance direct
imports. KDB has given the Bank to understand (agreed minutes of the
negotiation) that (i) the loan proceeds will be used principally to finance
projects in the manufacturing sector although such other sectors as shipping,
mining, service industries will also be eligible, (ii) it intends to finance
projects mainly in the private sector although public sector projects will
also be eligible, (iii) in selecting projects, KDB will abide by the Govern-
ment's overall economic policies and priorities and will give preference
to export oriented projects, heavy and chemical industries, import substitu-
tion industries and to intermediate goods producing and employment creating
projects, and (iv) it will not limit the use of the proposed Bank loan to
a few very large projects (individual sub-loan amounts will not normally
exceed US$4 million each).
5.14 KDB's capital structure is sound, and given its sound portfolio,
and the competence of its management and staff, a debt/equity ratio
limit of 5:1 is recommended with "debt" defined to cover all borrowings
having a maturity of more than one year (including Government loans) and
those guarantees which will not be covered by the Guarantee Release Arrange-
ment. An initial free limit of $750,000 is recommended; with it, the Bank
could expect to receive projects requiring prior approval aggregating about
70% of the proposed loan by amount. However, since this would be the Bank's
first loan to KDB, an aggregate free limit of US$18 million (30% of the
proposed loan amount) is also recommended as a safeguard. The minimum interest
rate on subloans charged by KDB would be 2% above the Bank's lending rate,
with the exchange risk borne by the sub-borrower. Other terms and conditions
of the proposed loan will be similar to those in recent Bank loan agreements
with DFCs, including a flexible amortization schedule.
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Economic, Industrial and Financial Environment
Economic Overview
1. For a detailed review of the recent economic situation and prospects,
reference is invited to the Bank's latest economic report on Korea: Current
Economic Position and Prospects of the Republic of Korea (In Two Volumes),
February 20, 1974, 332-KO. An Economic Mission returned in February 1975
after completing the field work in Korea; its report is under preparation.
2. In recent years, Korea's economy has shown an impressive per-
formance with its per capita income doubling over the last 10 years (1973:
US$310) and its GNP growing at 11% p.a. since 1968. The stimulus for the
rapid growth was provided by an even faster growth in the manufacturing
sector which in 1973 contributed 28% to GNP. The manufacturing sector is
now the largest sector, since the share of agriculture decreased from 28%
in 1968 to about 23% of GNP in 1973 although the annual growth rate of
agriculture, too, has been satisfactory at 3.5% p.a. Between 1968 and 1973
investment expenditure increased by 12% p.a. The single most important
factor responsible for Korea's economic growth has been the remarkable
export performance; exports increased by 34% p.a. in constant terms and
their contribution to GNP increased from 13% in 1968 to 28% in 1973.
3. In 1973 the Korean economy surpassed its already good performance
in the past: GNP grew by 16.5%, manufacturing output by 31%, exports by
61%, and gross domestic investment by 46%. This pace of the economy was
unsustainable and strains on the economy were already developing, including
scarcities of raw materials, shortages of operating funds and inflationary
pressures (see para 23), when the energy crisis and the recessions in Korea's
major export markets (Japan and the USA) hit the economy. During the first
half of 1974, investment remained at relatively high levels, industrial
output and exports continued to increase and GNP grew at an annual rate of
about 14%. The full impact of the world wide economic slow down was felt
in the second half of 1974 as exports dropped sharply, pulling down the
rate of growth of exports for the whole year to about 7.8% only, compared
with 61% in 1973. This led to sharp cut backs in industrial output and
fixed investment, especially in export industries, while further increasing
the build up in inventories. Imports, on the other hand, which had started
earlier as a result of domestic demand contraction grew much faster than
exports, thereby considerably weakening Korea's balance of payments position.
Due to its heavy dependence on exports, an acceleration in the growth of
Korea's economy is inevitably linked to a recovery in the economies of
Korea's major export markets.
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4. The rapid growth of the last few years required large amounts of
investment funds, and considering Korea's rather limited resource base, led
to substantial external borrowings which tripled between 1968 and 173, al-
though the domestic savings performance by itself was quite remarkable aver-
aging 17% of GNP between 1968 and 1973 (compared with 11% in the preceding
five years). The debt service burden, temporarily at 20% in 1971, Lowever,
came down to 10% in 1973 thanks to the excellent export performance.
The Industrial Sector
5. Recent developments. Over the last six years, manufacturing was
the fastest growing sector in Korea's economy with an annual growth rate of
20%. Its share in GDP increased from 20% in 1968 to 28% in 1973 ann during
the same period it accounted for 42% of the growth of GNP. Investments in
manufacturing remained stable in constant terms between 1968 and 19`2 but in
1973 jumped by 85% to US$700 million equivalent, accounting for 26% of total
fixed capital formation in 1973 and for 7% of GNP. In 1974 fixed ir:vestment
in manufacturing increased in nominal terms to about US$730 million but
dropped in real terms by nearly 18% and its share in total fixed capital
formation dropped to 18%. A feature of the development of manufacturing
industries is the fact that between 1968 and 1972 the average capitU.1
output ratio was a low 1.4 despite the investments in such large capital
intensive projects as Korea's first steel plant and a naphta crackirg
plant. It was the result of balanced growth with substantial investment in
such labor intensive sub-sectors as textiles, wearing apparel, leather and
electronics also taking place simultaneously.
6. The rapid expansion of manufacturing output was based mair.ly on an
even faster growth of manufactured exports; these increased at a rate of
about 50% p.a. over the last five years. Exports of manufactures ar.ounted
to more than $4.0 billion and accounted for about 90% of total expolts in
1974 (1968: 74%) and about 30% of total manufacturing output in that year
(1968: 11%). The two largest markets for Korean exports of manufac;tures
are the USA and Japan, which together account for almost 75% of total
exports. The risks of high market concentration were demonstrated during
1974; Korea's Government is now making vigorous efforts to diversify- exports
to other markets, including Africa, Middle East and South America.
7. Statistics for the first 10 months of 1974 show that growth in
manufacturing output slowed considerably after the middle of the year,
especially in Korea's traditional export sectors like textiles, wearing
apparel and wood products processing industries. This is a reflection of
the drastic drop in total exports which, in real terms, in the last quarter
of 1974, were even below the corresponding levels of 1973. Since real
domestic consumption demand also declined due to substantial price 'ncreases
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and fixed investment was down (for instance, building construction permits
in the second half of 1974 were about 50% down from levels reached in the
same period of 1973), producers' inventories increased by almost 60% during
1974.
8. Structure of industry. Measured in terms of value added in 1973,
light manufactures accounted for almost two thirds of total industrial value
added. The growth performance of the sub-sectors varied but was very good
throughout as the following table shows (amounts in billion Won)s
1968 1973 Growth
Value/a Value/a Rate
Added- % Added - % (% p.a.)
Light Manufactures
Food, beverage, tobacco 68.7 22.8 160.8 20.6 18.5
Textile, footwear, leather 59.9 19.9 166.8 21.4 22.7
Wood, furniture, paper, printing 32.6 10.8 63.4 8.1 14.2
Rubber, clay, glass, stone
products lb 25.3 8.4 58.3 7.5 18.2
Electrical equipment-',
plastics 5.8 1.9 53.3 6.8 55.2
192.3 63.8 502.6 64.4 21.2
Heavy manufactures
Chemicals, petroleum and coal 55.5 18.4 122.5 15.7 17.2
Basic metal, metal products 18.8 6.2 51.5 6.6 22.4
Machinery (incl. electrical-') 13.5 4.5 30.3 3.9 17.5
Transport equipment 14.6 4.9 55.0 7.0 30.2
102.4 34.0 259.3 33.2 20.5
Other 6.7 2.2 19.1 2.4 23.3
Total 301.4 100.0 781.0 100.0 21.0
/a at 1968 constant prices (GNP deflator for the manufacturing sector:
9.3% p.a.).
/b includes manufacture of radio, television and communication equipment
and apparatus and manufacture of electrical appliances and housewares.
/c excluding industries listed in footnote /b.
Source: Report on Mining and Manufacturing Survey, EPB and KDB; and Monthly
Economic Statistics, BOK.
Textiles, footwear and leather is the largest sub-sector accounting for slightly
more than one fifth of total industrial output in 1973. The impetus for
growth of this sub-sector was provided by export sales. In 1968, exports
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accounted for 28% of total output of this sector; by 1973 this parcentage had
increased to 64%. Over the last five years there has been no si;nificant
shift from light to heavy manufactures though between 1972 and 1)73 heavy
manufactures increased its share in total value added from 29.8% to 33.2%.
With the recent government emphasis on promoting heavy and chemical industries
(see paragraph 13) envisaging total fixed investments in heavy manufactures
of about $6.9 billion equivalent by 1981, the share of this sector is
expected to increase to about 45% by 1981.
9. Of a total of 23,729 industrial enterprises in Korea ii 1972, 1/
96.5% employed less than 200 workers each. However, in terms of employment
and value added, such enterprises accounted for only 45% and 28% of the
total, respectively. Despite adequate promotional policies and availability
of industrial finance, the relative importance of small- and medLum-sized
enterprises in the total industrial structure has been declining, In 1972
large enterprises accounted for 78% of total fixed investment while it was
only 69% in 1968. Large enterprises' share in total value added (from 64
to 72%) and total employment (from 46 to 55%) has also increased since 1968.
This trend will most likely continue since the Government's long-term
policies aim at deepening the industrial structure by establishilg heavy
and chemical industries with optimum capacities (see paragraph 11).
10. Geographically, industrial enterprises are concentrated in Seoul
and Bussan provinces where 50% of all enterprises are located, a-counting
for 71%, 74% and 63% of total employment, value added and new gross fixed
investment respectively in 1972. Industrial employment in these two
provinces accounted for 85% of the additional 225,000 jobs created in
Korea's industrial sector between 1968 and 1972. However, the Government
is placing increasing emphasis on a wider geographic distributioa, has sup-
ported the establishment of growth centers in other provinces, anid as a
result greater industrial dispersion can be expected over a period of time.
11. The financing pattern of industrial enterprises has considerably
improved in recent years. In 1971, return on total capitalizatiin of
all industrial enterprises was a low 0.5% and enterprises were ii general
undercapitalized showing an average debt equity ratio of 4.2. The debt/
equity ratio improved considerably by 1973 (2.6) mainly because of sig-
nificantly higher profitability (6.9%). The improvement in profits in 1972
and 1973 was a result of many factors such as continuing brisk demand, a
lag in wage increases behind productivity increases, continuing improvement
in capacity utilization and also the August 3, 1972 measures,tha:, among
others, substituted high cost short-term debts by low cost long-term debt.
In 1974, however, companies again came under considerable financial strain
as demand slackened, inventories piled up and costs continued to rise.
In 1973, of the total industrial investment for fixed assets amounting to
about $700 million equivalent, about 40% was in equity funds and the balance
1/ Figures in this and the next paragraph are based on the manlIfacturing
census, 1972. The census does not define "small", medium and "large"
enterprises but the MIB Act defines "large"' enterprises as those employ-
ing 200 workers or more (see paragraph 18).
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in borrowed funds. Of the equity funds, about 60% was in the form of re-
tained earnings and the balance in the form of new share capital, divided
about equally between domestic and direct foreign investment. Of the
total debt capital, external sources accounted for about 35%.
12. Industrial strategy. The economic slump that developed in 1974
prompted the Government to take a series of short-term measures to ease the
burden for a number of industries that faced serious liquidity problems.
The generally tight financial policies in effect in the first half of the
year were relaxed, credits for imported and domestic industrial raw
materials were increased, and programs to purchase excess inventories
and to make available special credits to small businesses were begun or
expanded. The devaluation of the Won by 17.5% in December 1974 is also
expected to help export oriented manufacturing enterprises. To stimulate
private investment, the Government has increased public sector outlays
over originally planned levels.
13. The Government's long term industrial strategy has been based on
vigorous promotion of the export sector. The strategy has proved highly
successful and has resulted in remarkable progress of the economy as a whole.
As a logical evolution of this strategy, emphasis shifted in the late
sixties and early seventies to strengthening and deepening the industrial
structure by promoting heavy and chemical industries. In view of the devel-
opments of 1974 and resultant prospects of slower growth in exports than
in the past, particular emphasis is now to be placed on increasing the
domestic value added in exports. The investment requirements will be Large
and therefore a major effort has been luanched to increase domestic savings.
The vehicle for vastly increased domestic savings is going to be the
National Investment Fund (NIF) whichi was set up when the NIF Law was promul-
gated on December 14, 1973. The Minister of Finance is in charge of the-
Fund but in effect delegates its management and operation to the Governor
of the Bank of Korea. Before the present economic down turn developed, the
NIF was estimated to account, by 1981, for about 75% of total investment.
needs of major industries, amounting to W 6,100 billion (US$12,600 million).
The resources of the Fund will be mobilized mainly (about three-fourth) bv
issuance of NIF--Bonds and the remainder by direct subscription by the
Government. NIF-Bonds will be bought by various savings institutions
including banks and insurance companies and by private investors. The
funds will be on-lent through the banking system for investments in fixed
assets (about two-thirds) and for working capital needs of major industries.
Banks will be charged 10.5% p.a. and allowed a spread of 1,.5% so that
borrowers will pay 12% p.a.
14. In order to promote industrial development in general and to
direct industrial investment to particular sectors, the Government pro-
vides various incentives, the package of which includes reductions in
corporate, business and income tax rates, easy access to credit, prefer-
ential interest rates, depreciation and other allowances and protection
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through tariffs. Incentives are also extended to attract foreign invest-
ment, encourage public ownership of closely held companies and to promote
decentralization of industries. Besides these incentives, a number of
other measures aim solely at the small-medium scale industrial sector. A
summary of incentives for various industrial sectors is given in Annex 1A.
Incentives for exports of manufactures are estimated to amount to about
W 87 per Dollar of exports in 1970 with an estimated effective rate of
subsidy of 9-12% on total exports of manufactures. As for tariffs, a
recent study 1/ suggests that effective protection in domestic manufacturing
sales was negative in 1968. Since 1968 the tariff structure has not changed
substantially and, therefore, it can be assumed that effective protection
has continued to be negative or, at the most, very low. Total receipts
from custom duties as a percentage of total imports amounted to a low 4.7%
in 1973.
Financial Environment
15. Institutional arrangement. The financial sector of Korea con-
sists of the Bank of Korea, Deposit Money Banks and non-monetary financial
institutions (see paragraph 15). The Bank of Korea performs regular cen-
tral banking functions, including the supervision of commercial banks.
Deposit Money Banks are either commercial banks or specialized banks.
Commercial banks are characterized by receiving their funds mainly through
deposits from the public. They can make all kinds of loans; however,
they have traditionally concentrated on short-term lending. Recently
they have increased long-term lending business, and roll over of short-
term loans is also common. Most commercial banks have their majority
shares held by the Government. All commercial banks are subject to con-
trol and supervision by the Bank of Korea. Specialized Banks in contrast
are directly controlled by the Ministry of Finance. They were all es-
tablished under a Special Banking Act and only a few specific Articles
of the Bank of Korea Act and General Banking Act apply. Specialized
Banks, as their names imply, were founded for particular purposes/sectors
(such as small-scale industry financing, agricultural financing) and
their major source of funds are loans, mostly from the Government.
16. There are 5 nationwide commercial banks, ten banks with localized
operations, eight branches of foreign banks and the Korea Trust Bank, which
have all together 511 branches/offices around the country (all these fall
under the term of commercial banks). Specialized Banks include the Korea
Exchange Bank, which in 1967 was established mainly to relieve the Bank of
Korea of commercial foreign exchange business, the Medium Industry Bank
(see paragraph 18), the Citizens National Bank (mainly for mobilizing small
savings and financing household loans), the Korea Housing Bank, the National
Agricultural Cooperative Fund (NACF) and the Fisheries Cooperative.
17. Besides the above-mentioned banking institutions (Monetary System)
there are several non-monetary financial institutions, namely KDB, trust
accounts of commercial banks, six life insurance companies and postal savings
system. Other non-banking financial institutions (not covered in Korea's
monetary and banking statistics) performing specialized functions are the
1/ L. Westphal and K.S. Kim, Industrial Policy and Development in Korea
(in draft).
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Korean Development Finance Corporation (KDFC) which specializes in providing
medium- and long-term capital mainly to industrial and transportation sectors(accounts for about 7% of the banking sector's total equipment loans outstand-
ing to industry), the Korean Investment Corporation (KIC), primarily a broker
for the offering and distribution of corporate securities, the Korea Investment
and Finance Corporation (KIFC) which provides short-term finance to the private
industrial sector (in 1973 its market share in notes discounted outstanding
was 24% of the total of W 66 billion) and which also started operating in
the capital market (in 1973 KIFC underwrote three corporate debentures of
W 950 million), eight other recently established short-term finance corpora-
tions and the Korea Capital Corporation, all of whicth deal in short-term
money market instruments. In addition, there were 290 mutual savings and
finance companies at the end of 1973 and some 1300 authorized credit unions.
KDFC was established in 1968 with active support of the World Bank Group;
IFC holds 14.3% of its share capital. KIFC is a subsidiary of KDFC, and
IFC was one of its sponsors and holds 20% of its share capital.
18. As of October 31, 1974, total loans outstanding to industry
by all banking institutions in Korea amounted to almost W 1,500 billion($`.1 billion equivalent), three fourth of which was for operating funds,
mainly supplied by commercial banks. The largest supplier of equip-
ment fund loans was KDB which, as of October 31, 1974, had an out-
standing portfolio of W 95 billion (about $200 million) or about 40%
of total outstanding medium- and long-term credit by banking institu-
tions to industry as of that date.
19. Financing for small-scale industrial sector. The Medium
Industry Bank was founded in 1961 as a Government owned and controlled
institution to extend financial and technical assistance to small and
medium industries. 1/ Its lending is restricted to companies withi fixed
assets below W 600 million or those with less than 200 employees. It stops
lending to those clients that outgrow these limits. Besides its lending
operations, it is involved in export financing, credit guarantee operations,
international banking, extension services and research of small-medium
industries. As of December 31, 1974 MIB's total resources amounted to
W 189 billion including loans from AID, ADB 2/ and KfW. As of the same
date, it had total outstanding loans amounting to W 157 billion of which
W 59 billion or 38% were term loans. About 92% of total loans are to
the manufacturing sector. Small-scale industries can also, and do, obtain
funds from commercial banks. 3/
1/ A detailed study on small-scale industry financing is cantained in an
annex to Financing Small Scale Industry (RPO 277) (in draft).
2!j A new loan of $30 million has been made by ADB in 1974.
3/ Incentives to the small and medium scale industrial sector are sum-
marized in Annex 1A.
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20. Capital Market. The Korea Stock Market which was moribund
for many years showed signs of life in 1972. Before then the yields on
stocks were unattractive as both commercial banks and the "curb market"
paid high interest rates. The market was also thin because closely held
companies were reluctant to go public. With the economic boom that got
under way from about mid-1972 and with additional measures (see also Annex
1A), the public showed growing interest in the stock market. The curb market
was severely checked as a result of August 3, 1972 measures and with de-
creasing interest rates at commercial banks, yields on stocks became
attractive. In addition, the overall investment climate became very
favourable after August 1972 and there was a campaign for more stock listings
and for companies to go public. The result was a great increase in stock
exchange activity in the second half of 1972 and in 1973, as the following
table shows (figures are as of the end of each period):
No. of No. of No. of Capital of Market Value
Listed Shareholders Listed Stock Listed Stock of Listed Stock
Companies (in '000) (in million) (W billion) (W billion)
1970 48 76.3 159.0 134.3 97.9
1971 50 81.9 170.2 141.4 108.7
1972 66 103.3 209.8 174.3 245.9
1973 104 234.9 305.1 251.6 426.2
1974
(May) 112 187.9 383.7 312.9 465.3
21. The capital market continued to grow and strengthen during the first
half of 1974 as a result of favourable Government policies. However,the stock
prices have dropped in recent months after record highs in 1973, following the
economic slow down and unfavourable international developments. The number
of shareholders fell considerably, mainly because of withdrawal of small
investors. Over the years the ownership structure has broadened, though
at December 31, 1973, two thirds of all shareholders still held less than
100 shares each, accounting for only 1% of all shares outstanding, while less
than 1% of all shareholders owned about 70%. The importance of the Govern-
ment as a shareholder of industrial companies also decreased. While in 1970,
the Government (including public bodies) held about 39% of all listed stocks,
its holding declined to 20% of the total by the end of 1973. Also, the pro-
portion held by banking institutions decreased from 15% to 8%.
Interest Rates. Inflation
22. Interest rates in Korea are controlled by the Government through
the Monetary Board and apply to all banking institutions. Specialized
financial institutions such as KDFC or the short-term finance companies are
not legally bound; however, in practice they, too, have to follow government
policies. At present, deposit rates range between 1% p.a. (for demand de-
posits), and 15% p.a. (time deposits). Although not directly comparable,
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it may be mentioned that public debentures yield about 21% p.a. and the
average dividend yield on common stock was 13.6% as of June 30, 1974.
General lending rates for loans stand at 15.5% irrespective of duration. 1/
Preferential rates are granted for various sectors or types of loans such
as loans for exports (9%), equipment loans for machine industry production
(10%), loans for equipment to export industries (12%) and loans made from
proceeds of the National Investment Fund (at 12%). Rates in the curb market,
which has reportedly become alive again could be as high as 35% p.a. Rates
on foreign exchange loans made by KDB, MIB and KDFC are usually at 9-10.5%
with the exchange risk borne by the borrower.
23. The development of Korea's interest rate structure has, since about
1968, seen a continuous reduction in both deposit and lending rates. In
prescribing preferential rates for various industrial sectors, the Govern-
ment's financial aims were to strengthen the competitive position of Korea's
export industries and to give all possible support to those industries that
figure heavily in its long range development plans. The lowering of the
rates coincided, in general, with the Government's gradual success in
bringing inflation down until late 1973 when the inflation rate jumped up
again. 2/ With the emergence of the oil crisis and the general world-wide
inflation, Korea's price structure was particularly hard-hit because of its
high foreign trade dependence. Between November 1973 and April 1974 wholesale
prices shot up by 36%. Since then domestic inflation has slowed somewhat
reflecting seasonal factors, slower increase in prices for imported goods
and the dampening effect of demand contraction and rising inventories.
For the whole year of 1974, wholesale prices rose by 44.6%. In view of the
overall weakness of the economy and its expectation to succeed in bringing
inflation under control, the Government has not changed the interest rate
structure significantly. However, on December-9, 1974, preferential rates
for loans from the NIF and the Industrial Rationalization Fund were increased
from 9% and 8% respectively to 12% for both, and the rates on time deposits
for over three months (12%) and over six months (13.2%) were temporarily3/
raised to 15%.
24. KDB's interest rates. KDB's interest rate structure is complex
due to its many sources of funds and is further complicated by a number of
priority industries that the Government subsidizes with lower interest rates
(see Annex 1A). The rates at present range from 7.5% for Special Fund Loans
to 15.5% for loans made from its general operating funds and 14% or 15%
(plus exchange risk) for foreign revolving loan funds. Loans at the lower
1/ The lowering of medium-term rates to the level of short-term loans in
1973 was to encourage equipment investment.
2/ Inflation rates between May 1972 and November 1973, when the impact
of the oil crisis could first be felt, grew at only 7.1% p.a. (June
1972 - July 1973: 4.9% p.a.).
3/ Applicable to deposits received from December 9, 1974 to June 30, 1975.
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end of the scale are extended for projects that are selected by the Govern-
ment as priority projects or fall within the framework of general govern-
ment policy (such as loans to heavy and chemical industry). Loans at 15%
or 15.5% are mostly for working capital loans (only 1.6% of all equipment
fund loans in KDB's portfolio pay 15% or more). Loans funded from foreign
loans carry interest rates from 9% (KfW) to 10% (AID); the exchange risk,
however, is borne by the customer. Also loans made from revolving funds (at
14% p.a. for equipment fund or 15% p.a. for working capital loans) carry the
foreign exchange risk via a value maintenance clause. Borrowers of funds
from the recent $80 million loan from an international banking consortium
are charged the Euro-Dollar rate plus 1% margin and the borrowers also assume
the exchange risk whether the loan is made in foreign currencies or in Won
(in the latter case, via a maintenance of value clause). A complete list
of interest rates charged by KDB and prevalent in the country is given in
Annexes 1B and 1C.
EAP Projects Department
February 26, 1975
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KOREA DEVELOPMIENT BANK
Government Incentives to Industry
1. In Korea's industrial development, Government incentives have
played an important roLe. These incentives are provided in many ways
among which the most important are tax concessions, exemptions from import
duties, easy access to credit, preferential interest rates, liberal deprecia-
tion and other allowances, protection through tariffs and establishment of
industrial estates, and more generally provision of dependable infrastructure.
Below is presented a summary of incentives that are given to industrial
enterprises for various purposes.
2. Export industries. Since about 1964, Government has increasingly
encouraged the establishment of export industries though in the recent
past the subsidies have been reduced. Major forms of incentives are:
tax concessions: full exemption from business and commodity
taxes; exemption from real property anuisition tax, registra-
tion tax and property tax on real estate located in the Export
Industrial Estates; special depreciation allowance for business
assets used for manufacturing export goods; granting of allow-
ances for overseas market development and for export loss (1%
of foreign exchange earnings each), granting of reserve for
overseas investment loss (10% of investment amount);
reduction or exemption from import duties: full exemption of
import duties on imports of raw materials to be used in export
industries or industries that supply export industries; imiport
duties on machinery for export industries may be paid in install-
ments over three years (before January 14, 1974, these imports
were exemnt from duty);
preferential interest rates: loans for equipment of export
industries: 12% p.a.; loans for exports: 9% p.a. (before
January 24, 1974: 7%);
easy access to credit: automatic availability of loans fol
financing the production of export goods;
preferential access for successful exporters to imports financed
with long term trade credits;
lower requirements on advance import deposits for raw materials
for stockpiling and on a D/A or D/P basis used in export
production;
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-- in certain instances, automatic access to banned imports when
used for export production; easier access to restricted imports
for general use for those with good export performance;
-- wastage allowances on imported materials for export processing
that are often liighly liberal;
3. Key industries. 1/ -- tax concessions: exemption from commodity
tax, electricity and gas tax, granting of 6% of investment credit,
granting of special depreciation (20% generally for equipment
used in mining and manufacturing and 60-80% for 59 qualified
industries);
-- reduction or exemption from import duties for buildings, machinery
and their parts to be used in Key industries (this tariff priv-
ilege will be phased out by 1980);
-- preferential interest rates: loans for machine industry pro-
motion: 10% (equipment loans) and 12% (working capital loans);
for major industries: 10% (equipment loans); NIF loans: 9%.
-- easy access to credit.
4. Direct foreign investment. Under the Foreign Capital Inducement
Law of 1966, the Government offers generous incentives for direct foreign
equity investment. Direct foreign investment has to be approved by the
Ministry of Economic Planning Board and is usually restricted to 50% of
total capital though majority foreign shareholding is possible 2/ if
(a) production is entirely for export in industrial lines in which such
investment is generally allowed in other countries and (b) in industries
which are relatively new in Korea and which would otherwise involve con-
siderable time to find a Korean partner; in this case, however, stocks
have to be gradually transferred to Korean nationals (up to 30% within
first three years and up to 50% within first five years). Foreign invest-
ment cannot exceed 50% in purely labor intensive industries, bonded pro-
cessing industries or industries using important raw materials produced
in Korea.
1/ ship building, iron and steel, fertilizer, power generation, chemical
fibre, automobile parts, machine industry, chemical pulp, mining, marine
and agricultural products processing, national land development and
construction projects, petrochemical industries, electronics, business
utilizing a result of a technical innovation, exploration of natural
resources in sea bed ancd sub-soil.
2/ At December 31, 1972, 41% of all foreign invested enterprises had foreigrn
majority ownership.
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5. Direct investment lhas increasinlyv been directed to export industries
and i- 1973 close to 95% of all approved projects were for total export pro-
ducticn (1971: 55%.). The following, incentives are granted to foreign
ecuit- investors:
tax concessions: exemption for five years in proportion to
the ratio of stocks owned bv tlhe foreign investors and 50%
reduction for the following three years from corporation tax,
income tax on unincorporated enterprises, dividend income,
tax on technology income, property tax and property aquisition
tax. Full exemption is also granted for wages and salary
income tax on foreign employees;
guarantee for remittance of dividend and repatriation:
unlimitted remittance of profit dividends is guaranteed after
twqo years from start of business;
reinvestment of profits is permitted tnder law up to original
investment; amount exceedins- that limit has to be approved
byv PB;
property guarantee against requisition or expropriation: Tihe
same riglhts, privileges andt protection enjoyed bv Korean
nationals are extended to foreign individuals or enterprises.
6. Wider geographical distribution of industries. The Government
has encouraged the decentralization of indtustries under the rExport Industries
Compound Law, Rural Industrial Development Law and the Law for the Establish-
ment of Free Export Zones. Under these Laws, the Ministry of Construction,
Local Government and the Free Export Zones Authorities have establislhed
Export Industries Estates, other Industrial Estates and two Free Export Zones
(1Masan and Iri, the latter one to be completed by the end of 1974). Export
Industries Estates, mostly for medium-sized firms, offer services to manu-
facturing companies that have export prospects of above US$250,000/year,
with high ratios of foreign exchange earnings, advanced manufacturing
techniques and labor intensive production methods. All relevant incentives
listed in para 2 (Export industries) apply to Export Industries Estates or
Free export Zones. In addition tlhe following, incentives are granted:
tax Incentives: for l.ocal indutlstriaL Fstates exemption from
corporation tax for first five vears and(I reduction to 50% for
ensuin5 three years; depreciation allowance of 20%; exemption
from property tax, aquisition tax and reg,istration tax; com-
panies that move from large cities to rural areas other than
Ln(lustrial estates receive a re(duction of 6% of corporate
income tax for the first vear;
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-- suprorting and related facilities such as transportation,
-ac:ing, road network, repair and maintenance of machines
and tools, power and water; in some cases provision of port
.acilities; possibility of leasing plant buildings; communica-
tion svstems; banks; customs offices, etc.;
-- in Free Export Zones, administrative procedures concerning
foreign investment, joint ventures, approval of occupancy and
construction of plant are simplified by the Administrator of
the Zone; labor disputes occurring within the Zone are mediated
under the regulations concerning public utilities in the Labor
Dispute Mediation Law for the special protection of the occupant
enterprises.
7. Enterprises listed on the Stock Mlarket. Since 1968, the Govern-
ment has encouraged wider public ownership of companies. At that time the
Corporate Income Tax Law was revised giving various incentives to public
corporations. Investment in real estate was discouraged at that time
with the passing of the Real Estate Speculative Investment Law and with
the Capital ITarket Development Promotion Law, under which the Korean Invest-
ment Corporation was established, underwriting of securities was to be
promoted and undue fluctuations in stock prices to be prevented. Subsequently,
new metlhods of stock trading were introduced to remove speculative elements
in stock transactions. In 1970, the Registration of Public and Corporate
Bonds Law was passed to simplify procedures of issuing public and corporate
bonds. In the same year measures were introduced to facilitate public sales
of stocks by private companies which had received foreign loans with Govern-
ment repavment -uarantees. In 1972, the Government introduced the Public
Corporation Inducement Law which aimed at increasing the supply of quality
stocks on the Seoul Stock Exchange. As a consequence of this Law the Govern-
ment has nlow the authority to designate enterprises wh-Iicii nust go public.
The recent IIF Law also provides this feature as companies that receive funds
from NIF ;lay be designated by the 'inister of Finance to go public.
S. Tax -incenitives to go public include:
*- co rpoaitt incomeL tax reductioln:
T';ixahl e Illcollnt ('oii) uh!)lici v !(1 d (C1osely Hlel(d
1 mii IX iOll o r 1tss ,20/
1 to i iI ll fon 2 3(),;
over n million 27 40%
nuh liclv hel(d enterprises can carry forward losses for four
years;
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- uhl-iclv hield enterpriscs rav make a provision Lor b)ad debt
up to ?, of total reccivables/loans, and an amount which lhas
not been collected may he charzed to the loss account;
depreciation allowance of 207.:
taxablc income and corporation tax may he decided with ttic
submission of relevant documents without any physical investiga-
tion of the taxation authorities;
taxes on dividends to stockholders miay be exempted (for stock-
holders having ownership of less than 3%) or reduced.
9. Small- and Medium-Scale Industries. 1/ Promotion of small- and
medium-scale industries 2/ for all practical purposes started in 1961 with
the establishment of the Small- and 'tedium-Scale Industry Division within
the 'linistry of Commerce and Industry which was made responsible for
formulating and coordinating development policies for small- and medium-
scale industries. At the same time the Government set up the NIB wlhichi
it uses to channel funds to the small- and medium-scale industrial sector..
At the end of 1961, the Small ancl MIedium Industry Cooperative Act was
passed to promote joint activities of small- and medium-sized industries
and thus to help improve their competitive position vis-a-vis large enter-
prises. In 1964 the Government started to set up industrial estates to
foster small industries as export industries and to dispurse small and
medium enterprises to rural areas. M1ajor incentives for small- and medium-
scale industries are:
-- preferential interest rates on MIB lending of Government
or foreign funds (12% and 8% p.a. respectively);
-- easy access to credit: through MIB and commercial banks
(they are required to extend at least 30% of their loans to
small and medium industries) and the Citizen's National Bank
(mainly for small clients, lending limit $25,000 equivalent);
Credit Guarantee Scheme: credit guarantees may be issued by
banks on any loan to a small enterprise withi limits of Won 20
million ($50,000 equivalent) for working capital loans, Won 30
million ($75,000 equivalent) for equipment loans and for
export and import trade loans.
1/ Small-scale industry financing in Korea is studied in detail in Finiancir;
Small Scale Industry, Research Project (RP() 277) (in draft).
2/ In the MIB Act dlefined as companies emploving less than 200 workers or
with fixed assets below Won 50 million.
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technical assistance: an extension Services Department was
set up within MIB in 1967 providing--at nominal fees-- plant
consulting services, feasibility studies, correspondence
services, training courses and seminars and issuance of
guidance publications; services are not necessarily related to
MIB's lending activities; technical assistance is also performed
bv other institutions such as the Ilorea Productivity Center and
the Federation of Small and Medium Cooperatives;
industrial estates: are mainly geared to small and medium
industries (see also para 6).
EAP Projects Department
February 26, 1975
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Interest Rftes 2iarged by K.D3B, December 31, 1974
Source of Funds 'rype of Loans Interest Rate (p.a.)
Govenmient Funds Special I-und Loans 7.5%
Equ:ipnent Fund Loans 10.0%
Operatirit Fund Loans 15.5%
Machine Industrj Promotion Equipment !Fun(d Loans 12 .0%
.'Fund3s uOeratingJ Fund Loans 1-. 0)8
National Investment FAind Al I Loans 12.0%
Tourism Development Fiund Al I loans 7
Industrial Rationalization F'und AlL Loans 12.0%
Soecial. Finance Debentures All Loans 8.0%t
Internal Funds Equinment Fund Loans
Major Industries 12.o%
Other Industries 15.5%
Operating Fund Loans 15.5%
Foreign Funds 3:auipment Fund Loans
Major Industries :0.0%
Other Industries 15.0%
Operating Fund Loans
Major Industries 14.o%
Other Industries 1j .0
AID Loan iFunds 1st and 2nd Loans 8.0%
3rd Loaz 10.0'%
KfiW Loan uAmds 1st Loa b.O%
2nd Loan 10.0%
3rd Loan 9. O
ADB Loan Funds 1st Loan 8. oI
2nd and 3rd Loans 9.5%
Loans Overdue All Loans 25.0%
EAP Projects Department
February 26, 1975
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Rates of Interest in Kcrea, December 31, 197Th
Bank of Korea Rates Per Annumi
Loans: Commercial Bills 13.0%
Exports 3.5%
Agriculture and Fishery nU,0
Other Bills
Prime Enterprises 12.0%
Others ih.o%
Discounts: Prime Enterprises 9.0%
Others 11.0%
Commercial Banks
Loan Rates: Discounts on Bills 15.5% (18.0%)
Loans for Exports 9.0%
Loans for Machine Industry Promotion 10.0%
Loans for Equipment for Export Industry 12.0%
Loans with NIF 9.0%
Call Loans i5.0%
Loans or Other Bills 15.5% (16.0%)
Overdrafts 17.5% (18.0%)
Loans Overdue 25.0o
Deposit Rates: Time Deposits:
3 months 15.0%
6 months 15.0%
12 months 15.0%
Installment Savings 13.2%
Note: Figures in parenthesis apply to banks with
localized operations.
Mediumn Industry Bank
Bank Funds: Varying 9.0 - 15.0%
Government Irunds: Fquipment Fund Loans 10.0%
Operating Fund Loans 15.5%
Cooperative Borrowers Fund Loans 12.0%
Foreign Loan Funds:
munded from: AID and 0E2F ,apan 6.0%
Exim Bank 8.25%
KfW 9.0%
ADB 10.25%
Korea Development Finance Coxporation
Domestic Currency Loans i5.5%
Foreign Currency Loans 11. .0%
EAP Projects Departmen t
February 26, 1975
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
PLolicy Statement 
-
Economic Role of KDB
1. The KDB shall assist in the economic development of Korea in con-
formity with its purposes as stated in the Korea Development Bank Act (KDB
Act) enacted 30 December 1953, as amended, its By-Laws enacted 16 February
1954, as amended, and the other regulations governing its operations.
Operations
2. The KDB will carry out its operations in accordance with sound
management and banking principles and practices. It shall endeavour to
specialize in extending capital funds to such'industries as are designated
by the Government's economic plans or decrees as priority industries as
well as other major basic industries which form the sub-structure of the
economy. KDB may also make equity investments, provide working capital
loans and render managerial and technical assistance to its Borrowers when
the need arises. KDB will also extend guarantees on behalf of client en-
terprises. KDB, however, will not compete with other financial institutions
in lending and administering industrial funds to assist major industries.
Project Selection
3. It will finance enterprises which are soundly managed and which
appear, on careful economic, financial and engineering investigation to be
viable. Following sound banking practices, the projects will be analyzed
taking the following factors into consideration before making a commitment
of financial assistance: (a) national economic benefits; (b) technical
feasibility; (c) financial soundness and profitability; (d) marketability;
and (e) quality of management.
Criteria for Selection of Borrowers
4. In its operations, preference will be given to the following major
industries:
(a) Generation, transmission and supply of
electricity;
(b) Coal-mining;
(c) Ship-building;
(d) Iron and steel manufacturing;
1/ Revised; to be adopted as a condition of effectiveness.
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(e) Electronics;
(f) Export industries, designated by the Government
to produce export commodities;
(g) Import-substitution industries and industries
producing raw materials necessary for export
and import-substitution;
(h) Indigenous industries and labor intensive
industries; and
(i) Such other industries as may be designated by
the Government's economic plans or decrees as
priority industries.
Qualifications for Eligible Borrowers
5. Eligible borrowers for KDB financing must meet the following qual-
ifications:
(a) Borrowers must be financially sound;
(b) Borrowers must possess management and technical
capacity for implementing the projects being
financed;
(c) Borrowers should not have defaulted on any of
their outstanding obligations to the KDB.
Maximum Investment and Assistance
6. (a) KDB shall not subscribe to and/or underwrite stocks
(including investment certificates) if the paid-up
amount of the stocks so held by KDB will exceed
KDB's own paid-up capital;
(b) KDB shall not normally make equity investments in
any single enterprise in excess of either:
(i) fifteen percent (15%) of the total unim-
paired paid-up capital, surplus, and free
reserves of KDB; or
(ii) fifty percent (50%) of the paid-up capital
of the enterprise;
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(c) KDB shall not aormally extend financial
assistance to any single enterprise which
exceeds either of the following ceilings:
(i) twenty-five percent (25%) of KDB's total
unimpaired paid-up capital, surplus and
free reserves;
(ii) sixty-five percent (65%) of the total
assets of the enterprise.
Foreign Exchange Risk
7. As a general policy, KDB shall cover itself adequately against
foreign exchange risks in the conduct of its operations. However, in
using "revolving funds" generated in the case of some foreign borrowings,
KDB may assume the exchange risk temporarily. Also in using some funds
provided under the Industrial Rationalization Fund Scheme, KDB may be
exposed to the exchange risk. To cover the risk in the latter case, KDB
will make provision amounting to 1.5% of such funds outstanding from time
to time. Exchange losses exceeding the provision made by KDB, will be re-
imbursed by the Government.
Security Arrangements
8. (a) In accordance with normal business practices,
KDB will obtain adequate security for its loans
and guarantees. In extending a loan to an enter-
prise, KDB shall require such enterprise to provide
security the value of which shall be not less than
125% of the amount of the loan. In the case of
guarantees covered by a Government counter-guarantee
the value of security shall be not less than the
amount guaranteed, and in all other cases of guaran-
tees, shall be not less than 120% of the principal
amount covered under such guarantees.
(b) KDB may waive any of ttie foregoing requirements in
cases where the credit or thie guarantee is extended
in favor of those enterprises enumerated in para-
graph 2, Article 10 of the Operating Manuals of KDB
as of tne date of this Policy Statement, provided,
however, that in such cases KDB will endeavor to
secure a guarantee or counter-guarantee from the
Government or from a suitable bank or banks to cover
the credit or guarantee granted.
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Technical Assistance
9. KDB will endeavor to provide its sub-borrowers with the necessary
technical services including assistance for upgrading production efficiency
and solving complicated technical difficulties. It will observe the opera-
tion of its sub-borrowers and will, whenever necessary, ,promptly make avail-
able to them constructive and remedial advice on the operation of the project.
When considered necessary, KDB will also dispatch its own staff to the proj-
ect companies.
Management and Organization
10. To build and strengthen its own management and staff as well as
to assist clients in the formulation and execution of their projects, KDB
will maintain an effective organization and an adequate staff, including
financial and economic analysis, engineering, accountancy, marketing and
legal services.
Share-Holding Fund
11. KDB shall administer the Share-holding Administration Fund (the
Fund) pursuant to the provisions of the KDB Share-holding Act (Act No. 2128,
enacted 4 August 1969) as a separate and distinct account in KDB's official
books, the Fund will be treated as segregated from the other transactions
and resources of KDB in accordance with the provisions of said Act.
Financial Policies
12. KDB shall conduct its operations according to the provisions of
the KDB Act. It shall endeavor to match the maturity of its liabilities
with those of its assets. It will continually review the charges it levies
for the financial assistance it provides to ensure that it receives an ade-
quate "spread" to cover all its expenses including provisions for doubtful
loans and investments, and to enable it to build reserves as required legally
and as considered necessary by the management.
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Board of Executive Directors as of c
1. Mr. Woun Gie Kim, Appointed3overnorof KDB in August, 1972. Career
Governor spent mainly in Ministry of Finance. Last Posi-
tion: Vice Minister in the Ministry of Finance.
Age: 50.
2. Mr. Won Taek Shim, Joined KDB in 1943, and was promoted as Director
Deputy Governor of a department in 1967. Appointed as Executive
Director in 1968 and Deputy Governor in 1971.
Age: 51.
3. Mr. Chun Woo Lee Joined KDB in 1943 and was promoted as Director
of a department in 1965. Appointed as Executive
Director in 1968 and reappointed in 1972.
Age: 54.
4. Mr. Dang Yoon Joined KDB in 1951 and was promoted as Director
of a department in 1964. Appointed as Executive
Director in 1968.
Age: 54
5. Mr. Ki-Yung Cbhug Joined KDB in 1942 and was promoted as Director of
a department in 1967 and appointed as Executive
Director in 1970.
Age: 50.
6. Mr. Eung Suh Park Joined KDB in 1953 and was promoted as Director of
a department in 1968. Appointed as Executive Direc-
tor in 1971.
Age: 51.
7. Mr. Wan Soo Han Joined KDB in 1953 and was promoted as Director of
a department in 1968. Appointed as Executive Direc-
tor in 1971.
Age: 51
8. Mr. Chan-Yul Lee Joined KDB in 1941 and was promoted as Director of
a department in 1962. Appointed as Executive Direc-
tor in 1972.
Age: 53.
9. Mr. Joon Park Joined KDB in 1942 and was promoted as Director of
a department in 1967. Appointed as Executive
Director in 1974,
Age: 51.
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Operational Program for FY 1974
(In Million Won)
I. Uses of Funds
Classification Loan Investment Total
Capital Fund
Important Ind. Fund
Electricity 7,673 - 7,673
Coal Mining 1,000 - 1,000
Shipbuilding 2,100 - 2,100
Iron & Steel 2,600 9,500 12,100
Manufacturing of Semi-Conductors
for Communication Equipment - _ _
Overseas Freight Lines Shipping 150 - 150
Sub-total 13.523 9,500 23,023
Other Ind. Fund
Mining & Quarrying 2,700 - 2,700
Manufacturing 17,710 1,071 18,781
Waterworks & Gas - 1,832 1,832
Construction 500 - 500
Tourism 1,000 - 1,000
Transportation & Communication 10,800 - 10,800
Services 2,420 1,000 3,420
Others 16,000 - 16,000
Sub-total 51,130 3,903 55,033
Total Capital Fund 64,653 13,403 78,056
Operating Fund 10,770 - 10,770
Total X .423 13.403 88,826
* Indicates the funds for those sectors of industries as stated in
Article 18 (1) of the KDB Act.
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II. Sources of Funds
Classification
Increase of Capital 9,500
Increase of Reserves 2,105
Borrowings from Government 20,239
(2,514i)
Issuance of Industrial Finance
Debentures 23,798
(lo,995)
Increase of Deposits (15,668)
Borrowings of Foreign Capital 44, 168
(5,283)
Collection of Capital Loans 12,000
Collection of Operating Loans 7,500
Sales of Stocks Held 2,,494
Miscellaneous 1,,482
Total 88,826
Notes: 1) Figures in parenthesis indicate repayment or redemptions.
2) The above program was approved by the Government on
March 5, 1974 and by the KDBts Board of Fbcecutive Directors on
March 12, 197h.
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KOREA DEVEOPMENT BANK
Swaty of LosUn 0Oeratios. 1969-1974
Years -nding Docember 31 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Nlo Amount No Amount No. Amount lb, Amount _, Amount No. Amount
Domestic currency loans
Coemittmentb:
Capital 0oaun 340 29,572 288 24,752 327 31,883 649 116,629 379 76,461 452 100,702
Operating loant 623 11.029 418 17.680 379 15.233 574 24.054 684 18018 713 28,243
Total co,mitments 963 40,601 706 42.432 706 47.116 1,223 140.683 1,063 94.479 1.165 128,945
Disbursemnts - 40,601 - 42,432 - 47.116 - 140,683 - 94,479 - 128,945
Repayments - 10,661 - 11,331 20,762 - 63 065_/ 22,909 - 34,895
Nut ottstanding at the end of the year 1.571 92.980 1.578 124.081 1.545 150.435 1.604 228.053 1.714 299.623 1.773 393.673
.or-Ign curr-ncy Ioans
Con-mitmnLS 12 2,563 5 3,742 26 13,236 12 13,350 41 10,599 58 24,255
Di.b.r-enensi - 1,140 - 1,881 - 1,892 - 4.794 - 9,202 - 15,535
Repayeont. T - 309 - 120 - (283) - 793 - 1,435 - 2,362
NWt outstanding at the end of the year 155 3.123 214 4.884 201 7.059 206 11.00 257 18.847 297 32.020
rotal loans
Comnitnents 975 43,164 711 46,174 732 60,352 1,235 15L,033 1,104 105,078 12,234 153,200
Disb.rsen..nts - 41,741 - 44,313 - 49,008 - 145,477 - 103,681 - 144,480
Repaynents - 11,990 - 11,451 - 20,479 63,838 24,344 - 37,257
Outstanding at the end of the year 1,726 96,103 1,792 128,965 1,746 157,494 1,810 239,133 1,971 318,470 2,070 425,693
1 According to the standard banking practice in Korea. KDB credits its sub-borrowers' domestic currency loan accounts i14distely after making a commitment.
Consequently domeatic currency co_mitments are equal to disbursemnts in all the years. Tho amounts not drawn down by the sub-borrowers fron their respective
lean accounts are shown under 'Credit Control Account' - a current liability item. The outstanding balances under Credit Control Accounts as of the end of
1969 through 1974 were as follows Years ended December 31 Asmunt (Won in million)
1960 79
1970 5,403
1971 4,721
1972 2,539
1973 3,718
1974 4,189
2/ Includes repayment of loans (W25.77 billion) under the overall scheme of economic reforms introduced by the government in August, 1972.
3/ Includes adjustments in loan amounts on account of exchange rate fluctuations.
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Analysis of Lo.n. Equity Investment and Guarantee Co-ito,ents as of Decmber 31. 1973(Wmn in billion)~
Loans EquitY Investments Guarantees Total Portfolio
No. Amount b No. Amount % No. Amount 7 No. Amount %
Types of Assistance
I/ 1Domestic currency 1,707 299,623 94.1 -44 58,642 100.0 
- 1/ 46,117 5.9 - - 404,382 34.7Foreign currency 264 18.847 5.9 - - - _ 741,308 94.1 760.155 65.3
Totol 1.971 318.470 100.0 44 58.642 100.0 786 787,425 100.0 2,801 1,164,537 100.0
0-nership
Privote -ctor 1,556 104,850 32.9 1 957 14.6 547 423,897 53.8 2,104 529,604 45.5Public sector 415 213,620 67.1 43 57,785 ' 85.4 239 363.528 46.2 697 634,933 54.5
lotal 1,971 318,470 100.0 44 58,642 100.0 786 787.425 100.0 2.801 1,164,537 100.0
Nature of Projoot
Now 
-/ 204,450 64.2 -/ 3,242 5.5 - 304,735 38.7 - 1/ 512,4.7 44.0Existing 114,020 35.8 - 55.400 94.5 -1' 482,690 61.3 _1/ 652,110 56.0
Totol 
_ 318.470 100.0 - 58,642 100.0 - 787,425 100.0 o 1,164,537 100. 0
Sectoral Dictribution
Agric-lture, forestry & fishery 1 332 0.1 
- - 1 10,327 1.3 2 10,659 0.9Mining & quarrying 2 15,545 4.9 1 314 0.5 - - - 3 15,859 1.4Electricity & waterworks 5 122,619 38.5 1 2,388 4.1 4 254,639 32.3 10 379,646 32.6Constructioo 4 10,690 3.4 1 700 1.2 1 4,831 0.6 6 16,221 1.4Man .fct-ring
Food, b-verage & tobacco 27 7,178 2.3 1 300 0.5 2 15,101 1.9 30 22,579 1.9Textilo, uearing apparel & leather 92 17,512 5.5 - - - 8 71,914 9.2 100 89,426 7.7Wood & uood products 9 2,242 0.7 - - - 2 761 0.1 11 3,003 0.3Paper & paper products, printing 24 4,794 1.5 2 175 0.3 4 1,050 0.1 30 6,019 0.6Chemi-lIs, petroleum, coal, robber & plastic 35 18,975 6.0 3 19,931 34.0 20 144,268 18.3 58 183,174 15.7Non-metalic mineral products 28 10,592 3.3 1 100 0.2 12 65,862 8.4 41 76,554 6.6SBnic metals 19 27,249 8.6 6 26,991 46.0 7 68,506 8.7 32 122,746 10.5Fabricated metal products, machinery &
equipment 63 32,585 10.2 2 3,908 6.7 15 106,468 13.5 80 142,961 12.3Others 5 272 0.1 - - - 1 283 0.0 6 555
Sub-total 302 121,399 38.2 15 51,405 87.7 71 474,213 60.2 388 647.017 55.6
Yranoportatio 117 25,662 7.8 - - - 1 36,802 4.7 118 62,464 5.4banking & insorance 20 18,833 5.9 2 665 1.1 1 3,320 0.4 23 22,818 1.9lotel & to-rism 26 3,255 1.1 1 500 0.8 1 423 0.1 28 4,178 0.3Othbr -orvices 10 135 0.1 8 2.670 4.6 3 2,870 0.4 21 5,675 0.5
Total 487 318,470 100.0 29 58,642 100.0 83 787,425 100.0 599 1164,537 100.0
Geographic-l Distribotion 4
Seoul City 742 135,992 38.0 10,519 17.2 211 198,007 22.6 344,518 26.6Ky-ng-gi Province 261 55,457 15.5 15,799 25.8 53 76,104 8.7 147,360 11.4Sooth Chungcheong Province 67 10,073 2.8 
- - 13 12,179 1.4 22,252 1.7North Chbngeheong Province 102 15,034 4.2 5,650 9.2 36 53,131 6.1 73,815 5.7Kong Won Provinoe 88 14,615 4.1 
- - 52 69,267 7.9 83,882 6.5Sooth Jeon-ra Province 81 9,391 2.6 
-
_ 32 47,701 5.4 57,092 4.4North Jeon-re Province 59 4,873 1.4 
-
- 11 7,121 0.8 11,994 0.9Sooth Kyungsang Province 115 21,688 6.1 16,153 26.4 139 140,225 16.0 178,066 13.7North Kyungsang Province 156 37,920 10.6 12,700 20.8 101 107,346 13.3 157,966 12.2Busan City (including Chejn Island) 284 52.473 14.7 350 0.6 148 65,534 18.8 
_ 218,35 16.9
Total 1.955 357.516 100.0 1/ 61.171 100.0 796 876.615 100.0 
_ 1295 302 100.0
Sioe of Assistance (Won)
0 - 8,000,000 319 909 0.3 - - - 26 97 0.0 345 1,006 -8,000,001 - 20,000,000 314 3,820 1.2 2 20 0.0 60 524 0.1 376 4,364, 0.420,000,001 - 40,000,000 309 7,053 2.2 1 22 0.0 65 988 0.1 375 8,063 0.740,000,001 
- 120,000,000 543 31,574 9.9 5 250 0.4 118 5,863 0.7 666 37,687 3.2120,000,001 
- 200,000,000 194 25,186 7.9 4 696 1.2 68 5,576 0.7 266 31,457 2.7200,000,001 
- 400,000,000 152 37,744 11.9 9 1,493 2.6 79 12,457 1.6 240 51,694 4.4400,000,001 
- 800,000,000 83 41,358 13.0 12 4,933 8.4 108 26,643 3.4 203 72,934 6.3800,000,001 
- 2,000,000,000 39 57,445 18.0 7 4,362 7.5 115 69,763 8.9 161 131,570 11.32,000,000,001 
- and above 18 113,381 35.6 4 46,866 79.9 147 665.515 84.5 169 825,762 70.9
Total 1.971 318,470 100.0 44 58.642 100.0 786 787.425 100.0 2.801 1.164.537 100.0
d/ Not available.
2/ Coepanies whose majority shareholding (more than 507.) is held by KDB are grouped os public sector companies.
Such investment amounted to N 22.75 billion in 11 companies.
3/ Nunber of companie- -ssisted.
4! Position no of J3oe 30. 1974.
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Sumnary of Investment Operations, 1969-1974
(Won it million)
Years ending December 31 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
I. Equity Investment
Total investment at the beginning of the year 12.865 26.858 46.723 48,514 63,262 58,642
Acquisitions during the year:
Direct purchases 8,307 6,853 2,972 5,860 2,649 10,671
Conversion of loans 6,201 2,252 2,989 17,534 - -
Transfer from Government - 12,250 1,506 - 349 -
Total acquisitions 14.508 21,355 7.467 23.394 2.998 10,671
Investments sold during the year 515 1,490 5.676 8.646 7,618 3,430
Net investments at the end of the year:
Direct purchases 9,714 15,077 16,696 22,547 25,196 43,107
Conversion of loans 7,642 9,894 11,291 21,038 18,611 17,353
Transfer from Government 9502 21,752 20.527 19.677 14.835 5,423
Total 26.858 46,723 48.514 63.262 58.642 65,883
Dividend income 471 582 750 883 2,356 2,339
Dividend income as 'h of average investments 2.4 1.6 1.6 1.6 3.9 3.8
Capital gains realized 2 14 . 257 956 1,320
Capital gains as 7h of cost of investment sold - 0.9 - 3.0 12.5 38.5
Dividend income plus capital gains as X of
average investments 2.4 1.6 1.6 2.0 5.4 7.5
II. Bonds and Debentures
Total investment at the beginning of the year 5,798 7,624 8,971 9,114 8,830 8,864
New investment during the year 2.581 1,841 741 410 920 1,684
Sub-total 8,379 9,465 9,712 9,524 9,750 10,548
Investments sold 755 494 598 694 886 472
Net investments at the end of the year 7,624 8.971 9,114 8.830 8,864 10,076
Interest income from investments 604 764 766 841 829 775
Interest income as % of average investments 9.0 9.1 8.5 9.4 9.4 8.2
III. Total Investment (equity shares, bonds & debenture)
Investment at the beginning of the year 18,663 34,482 55,694 57,628 72,092 67,506
Acquisitions during the year 17.089 23,196 8,208 23.804 3,918 12,355
Sob-total 35,752 57,678 63,902 81,432 76,010 79,861
Sales 1,270 1,984 6,274 9,340 8.504 3.902
Net investments at the end of the year 34.482 55.694 57.628 72.092 67,506 75_959
Total income from investment portfolio
(dividends, capital gains and interest income) 1,077 1,360 1,730 1,981 4,141 5,434
Yield on investments (7,) 4.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 5.9 7.6
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KOREA DEVELOPtENT BANK
Brief Description of Readjustment Corporation and Korea
Industrial Leasing Company, Ltd.
Readjustment Corporation (RC)
1. Readjustment Corporation (RC) was set up in February 1962 by
a Cabinet Decree as a wholly owned subsidiary of KDB. The basic objectives
and functions of RC are (a) to protect and collect claims transferred to
it by KDB and other banking institutions in the country and (b) to manage
and dispose of properties taken over and those transferred to it by KDB,
which had been acquired by KDB as a result of foreclosures. About two-
third of the accounts handled by RC have emanated from KDB and the remaining
one-third from other banking institutions. RC collects claims through
foreclosure proceedings and disposal of debtors' properties. It invariably
participates in the biddings, and properties so acquired are subsequently
sold at an appropriate time when such sales can fetch best prices. The
amounts collected by RC through purchase of properties and this subsequent
sales are applied first towards settlement of KDB claims and the balance,
if any, is retained by RC. In case of collections directly through fore-
closures, the excess of KDB's and RC's claims is refundable to the sub-
borrower. KDB's claim consists of the capital amount plus interest accrued
up to the time the particular account was transferred to RC. Interest
accrued after the date of transfer of account to RC goes to RC and con-
stitutes its income. The same principles governs conduct of RC's business
relations with other banking institutions.
2. RC's total paid-in capital is W 565 million, all of which was
contributed by KDB in the form of transfer of its claims (W 485 million)
and properties (W 80 million). Since its inception up to June 30, 1974),
KDB transferred its claims (including those as its contribution to RC's
paid-in capital) aggregating W 30.1 billion of which claims in an amount of
W 13.3 billion liave been settled (up to June 30, 1974). Out of the unset-
tled amount of W 16.8 billion, RC had settled/sold claims/properties
amounting to W 10.4 billion (including a write-off of W 5.7 billion) and was
in the process of collecting the proceeds. Against the balance amount
(W 6.4 billion) RC was holding 140% collateral. RC's financial performance
up to 1972 was marginal (average income during 1968 to 1972 was W 44 million
or 5.3% of average network) but it considerably improved in FY73. RC's
net income in the first nine months ended September 30, 1973 was W 400
million or 35% of average net worth. In terms of its Charter (Cabinet Decree)
entire income of RC is transferred to reserves.
3. RC is managed by a Board of Directors comprising a President,
three Directors and two auditors including one full time auditor. The
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President as well as other members of the Board of Directors are appointed,
on the recommendation of the Governor of KDB, by the Minister of Finance
who supervises, again through the Governor of KDB, RC's overall operations.
Korea Industrial Leasing Company Limited (KIL)
4. KIL was incorporated in December 1972 as a wholly owned sub-
sidiary of KDB. Its major functions are leasing and buying and selling of
industrial machinery and equipment and other facilities, real estates and
patents, etc. KIL is managed by a Board of Directors (one president, one
directors and one auditor) who in terms of its by-laws are elected by the
shareholders (they have all been appointed by KDB so far).
5. KIL's original paid-in capital was W 500 million all subscribed
by KDB. In early 1974 the Government of Korea promulgated a Leasing Act
which required all leasing companies to have a minimum paid in capital of
W 1.5 billion. KDB therefore contributed an additional sum of W 1.0 bil-
lion towards KIL's paid in capital raising it to W 1.5 billion. In addition
KDB has advanced a long-term loan of W 850 million to KIL. Plans are under-
way to attract foreign participation in KIL and thereby raise its paid-
in capital to W 3.0 billion. If and when these plans are executed KDB's
share in KIL's paid-in capital would reduce from the present 100% to 40%;
it would no more remain a subsidiary of KDB.
6. KIL started its commercial operations in March 1973. During its
16 months operations (March 1973 to June 1974) KIL signed 30 lease contracts
for a total amount of W 4.4 billion while 20 contracts for W 2.7 billion
were actually executed (leased items delivered). It was a good beginning
in the initial period yet the overall volume of operations was too small
to be profitable. During the 16 months period ended June 30, 1974, KIL
suffered a net loss of W 62 million. It was not due to any lack of market
or business opportunities but to inadequacy of capital resources of KIL.
A positive step to correct this situation has already been taken through
raising of KIL's paid in capital by W 1.0 billion and as stated in the
previous paragraph, KDB is planning to increase the capital further to
W 3 billion by foreign investment.
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IOPFA DEV WP!RET bAlOC
Surmarv of Gusre-tee Operatlo.8, 1969-1974
Won n milli-n)
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974During At the end During At the end VOring At the end Durig At the end During At the end During At the endtae year of the year the year of the year the year of the year the year of the year the year of the year tha yesr of the year
Foreign eurrency guarantees issued 128,656 262.740 148,172 384,088 196,278 554,186 113,056 590,741 247,225 741,308 591,486 1,246,705
Domestic currency guarantees issued:
Local paym.ent guarantees 21,896 20,291 16,862 28,905 12,887 34,413 7,196 9,574 49,666 22,055 17,520 32,288Local repayment guarantees 15,506 16,207 9,758 10,744 6,899 11,190 4,553 10,068 15,111 21,936 4,149 24,814Others 540 540 - 480, 120 540 438 916 1 .736 2,2 6,416 7,334
Total domestic iurrency guarantees 37,942 37,038 62 40129 1 941 12 167 20.358 66 513 46 117 2,.085 641436Total guartanees issued 166.598 299.778 17,92 44 17 :216,184 :l 5:0 9 T?t 611,299 3!7 h'~619.571 1.~311.141
Guarantees redeemed 42,150 50,353 40,072 114,273 137,612 95,855
Guarantee commis.ioo earned 1,263 2,125 3,064 3,831 3,683 4,420
Guarantee commission as Y af average outstanding
guarantees 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
KDB's Role in the Economy
KDB in Perspective
1. KDB is the largest long-term lending institution in Korea with a
share of 46% (US$530 million) of total medium- and long-term loans outstanding
by the banking sector at the end of October 1974, and it directly financed
8% of total fixed capital formation in 1973. As KDB on the average finances
about one third of total project cost of its clients and if guarantees are
included, KDB was involved in over 40% of fixed investment in the country
in 1973. The foreign currency portion of its total guarantee portfolio
(US$1.5 billion equivalent) accounted for 38% of Korea's total foreign
medium- and long-term debt at year end 1973).
2. KDB finances nearly all sectors in the economy except Housing,
Agriculture and Fisheries for which Korea now has specialized institutions.
Most of its lending is concentrated in manufacturing and power generation
which together accounted for 75% of KDB's portfolio as of June 30, 1974. In
1973, disbursements to Korea Electric Company (KECO), the national electri-
city company, amounted to $41 million equivalent (49% of fixed capital forma-
tion in the power sector). KDB is the major channel for the Government to
invest in KECO and to supply the electricity sector with low interest
loans. KDB therefore accounts for almost 100% of total medium- and long-term
electricity loans outstanding of all banking institutions. Disbursements
to the manufacturing sector amounted to US$95 million in 1973 (15% of fixed
capital formation) and of all lending institutions in Korea it is the largest
source for medium- and long-term funds for manufacturing (its outstanding
loans at the end of 1974 amounted to US$158 million equivalent or 40% of all
medium- and long-term advances by the banking sector, including KDFC).
Economic Impact of KDB-lending
3. By the sheer size of its financing and guarantee business KDB has
played an important role in Korea's economic development. Early in Korea's
post-Korean War development it was selected by the Government as its major
agency for implementing industrial policies and as its prime channel for
promoting the development of large-scale priority projects. As of 1972, KDB
had assisted 325 industrial enterprises that employwed 250,000 workers (26%
of total employment in industry) and whose output, in 1972, was valued at
US$1.2 billion equivalent (25% of total industrial output). Many of KDB
assisted projects are very capital intensive (steel mills, petrochemical
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plants) and for a sample of 109 projects completed between 1970 and 1973,
the average cost per job was about US$14,000 1/ compared to a national
average in 1972 of about US$4,200. If the two steel plants and three petro-
chemical plants are excluded from the sample, the average cost per job would
decrcease to US$4,100. In compliance with Government policy, KDB has
effectively assisted many export-oriented enterprises which, in 1972, re-
presented 41% of the country's total manufacturing exports. Though recently
the Government has declared a wider geographic distribution of manufacturing
as an objective to increase industrial job opportunities for its rural
labor force, KDB's portfolio still reflects the overall geographic distribution
of Korea's manufacturing sector: 68% of KDB's total assistance went to
Seoul and Bussan provinces. 2/
4. KDB assists both the public and private sectors, though only 35
of the total of 544 clients of as of December 1973 belonged to the public
sector. 71% of all assisted enterprises are joint stock companies accounting
for 95% of all outstanding loans, investments and guarantees as of December
31, 1973. KDB has about 100 clients with individual partnership, 75% of
which had no previous manufacturing experience thus contributing to the en-
trepreneurial base in the country. KDB has also supported 23 joint venture
enterprises importing capital and technical/marketing know how into the
country (the foreign partners own 58% of the total share capital). KDB has
also contributed to Korea's economic growth by promoting new projects which
over the last three years accounted for about 50% of its total assistance.
5. Economic Rates of Return. KDB does not routinely use the Economic
Rate of Return (ERR) concept in its appraisals, but at the request of the
Appraisal Mission calculated the internal rates of return for a sample of 28
projects. 3/ The methodology suggested by the Bank to DFCs associated with
the World Bank Group was followed and the exercise was competently handled.
The results of the exercise are summarized below:
1/ For comparison, a sample of 45 projects ftnanced by the Development Bank
of the Philippines in 1972/73 showed that the average cost per job was
the same US$14,000.
2/ In 1972, 74% of the manufacturing sectors value added was produced in
these two provinces, which also located 79% of all enterprises employing
200 or more workers.
3/ The sample was selected from projects appraised by the Foreign Loan
Department that handles projects financed from foreign funds. The
sample is distributed along KDB's fields of financing in manufactujring
but does not include large priority projects such as steel mills or
petrochemical plants. It does include 6 projects costing more than
US$2 million each and 8 projects where total investment costs were below
US$500,000 each. 3 of the companies are fairly large with total assets
over $10 million each while 7 companies had total assets of less than
US$500,000 each at the time of loan application. 12 projects were not
completed while 10 had been in in operation for over one year. 16 projects
are expansion projects while 12 are new and 11 projects export 50% or
more of their output.
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Percentage Range FRR ERR
12.0 - 17 6 4
17.1 - 22 9 7
22.1 - more 13 17
6. All projects had an Economic Rate of Return higher than the present
estimate of the opportunity cost of capital (12%) in Korea. Only four
projects had ERR of 17% or less; at the other extreme, three projects had
ERR in excess of 50%. The average ERR was 30%, higher than the average FRR
of 22% and only 3 projects had an ERR that was lower than the FRR. ERR's
were higher for non-completed projects (36%) calculated on the basis of
assumed costs and prices than for projects already in operation (26%) where
actual data was used. This could be a reflection of optimistic assumptions
or it could also be the result of a lowering of effective protection rates
in the country. Surprisingly, non-export projects did better (33%) than
export projects (27%) though three of the four projects with a low ERR are
producing mainly for the domestic market. The three projects with the
highest ERR are all producing for the domestic market; two are pharmaceutical
projects with no or very low effective protection and high financial profita-
bility (one of them produces a cold remedy specific to Korea) and the third
project produces news print for which the domestic price is government
regulated.
7. The results of the ERR exercise given in the foregoing cannot be
considered as exact because many approximations were needed. However, the
figures indicate fairly the order of magnitude. The calculations also
reflect the fact that the criteria KDB used so far in its project selection
process have proved effective (even though the ERR concept has not been used)
and its priorities have been right from an economic point of view. The
generally satisfactory ERRs are not surprising because Korea's industrial
development policies and priorities have been highly successful and by adher-
ing to them closely, KDB made right decisions in allocating resources that
it mobilized.
Resource Mobilization
8. As at December 31, 1974, KDB had total resources of W 629 billion
(US$1.3 million) 84% of which were in domestic currency. As a wholly owned
government development bank, KDB depends to a large extent on the funds
provided by the Government. Because of KDB's special role in financing
priority projects at preferential interest rates, it relies heavily on low
cost borrowings from the Government. In addition to providing funds in the
forn of equity (24% of total resources), the government has given loans to
KDB (23%), subscribed to its industrial finance debentures under the
Industrial Rationalization Fund (8%), provided funds from the NIF (7%) and
a small amount of Tourism Development funds from the Ministry of Transport-
ation. KDB's domestic resource mobilization at market rates has been limited
to (1) the issuance of regular Industrial Finance Debentures (W 75 billion
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to (1) the issuance of regular Industrial Finance Debentures (W 88 billioin
or 15%) that were subscribed by commercial banks (42%) and the rest by
individduals at an effective rate of 14% per annum, and (2) by acceptance
of demand deposits and time deposits from its existing clients (7% of total).
KDB has also used a considerable portion of its borrowings from foreign
commercial banks in domestic currency (7% of total domestic resources).
9. At December 31, 1974 foreign currency resources stood at $208 mol-
lion (16% of total resources). Until 1970, when KDB received its first lirne
of credit from ADB, foreign resources were allocated by the government from
loans from USAID and KfW. Since 1970, however, KDB's own eftorts have
gained momentum and it has been able to obtain 3 lines of credit from ADB
totalling $60 million, and in 1970 and again in 1974 was able to obtain Euro-
dollar loans for $25 million and $80 million respectively, the second
without government guarantee. Raising money from commercial sources is
difficult for KDB as international interest rates are close to Korea's long-
term lending rate ceilings. However, even at the Euro-dollar rate plus a
mark up and with the borrower having to bear the exchange risk, KDB was able
to commit the second Euro-dollar loan very quickly as credit was tight
and the demand for medium- and long-term funds was heavy. In November 1974,
KDB borrowed US$19 million equivalent from Abu Dhabi and expects to tap
the Middle East and Arab capital market again in 1975.
10. Besides the direct resource mobilization, KDB has been instrumental
in raising resources indirectly by influencing its clients to raise their
resources over and above those suggested in their loan applications. in a
small sample of 22 projects committed out of the second ADB loan (US$20
million), 8 sub-loans were made on the condition that the sub-borrowers w5SELd
increase their capital contribution or obtain subordinated loans from ma4cor
shareholders, thus raising an additional US$2.9 million. The sample is
admittedly small and does not represent an exact measure of KDBS' inds re.:
influence on resource mobilization. It does show, however, that KDB has
had at least some positive influence on its clients' investment behavior an,d
that it has not hesitated to use it. Overall, KDB finances about 30% of
total project cost and therefore for each unit of its lending, there is
usually a total investment of 3 units.
Ocher Developmental Activities
11. KDB performs several other unique operations in addition to indus-
trial development financing. It carries out statistical surveys, conducts
economic and industrial research, undertakes engineering surveys and b"siness
analyses and provides managerial assistance to its projects. Besides these
regular activities, KDB has often been called upon by the Government tu. give
its opinion on major policy issues and its departments have assisted in mary
government projects and programs (e.g. assisting in making the preliminary
analysis of the Second 5-year Economic Plan or compiling basic worksheezs
for input-output analysis used to forecast industrial growth in specific
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areas). KDB's management is also regularly represented in many important
Government Committees such as the Economic Cabinet Meeting, Foreign Capital
inducement Deliberation Committee, Industrial Rationalization Council,
Advisory Committee for Economic Planning and the NIF-Management Council.
12. Economic Research in KDB is done by three departments (Research,
Business Analysis, and Technical). They provide support to management and
operational departments on specific requests and perform, on a regular
basis, studies and surveys many of which are published and receive wide
circulation. For instance, KDB publishes an annual survey of financial
condition of enterprises, a Monthly Economic Review, a half-yearly Survey on
Equipment Investment and Program, a monthly Research Report and Weekly Econo-
mic Reports which present studies on current domestic and internatonal
economic issues such as recent developments and impact of world oil price
systems, an introduction to the current revision of Japanese' Commercial law,
a review on pollution measures, problems in joint ventures or a study on the
current exchange rates. KDB has also published comprehensive industrial
surveys and was the author of the book "Industry in Korea, 1970", which is
presently being updated. In addition, in connection with KDB's own financing
activities or upon the requests of outside sources, it conducts business
analyses and provides managerial assistance. Direct consulting services are
offered to those clients confronted with managerial difficulties, often in
the form of deputation of KDB staff to the affected companies. KDB also con-
ducts seminars on general management problems and publishes instructive mate-
rials on better managerial skills. In an attempt to improve appraisal capa-
bilities of Korea's banking system, KDB keeps special credit files on all
customers that received loans of over W 50 million. Other banks have, on
request, access to these credit files. Lastly, KDB's technical department is
asked by the Foreign Capital Inducement Deliberation Committee (FCIDC) to
perform engineering surveys on all proposed projects requesting foreign loan
guarantees. These surveys are the basis for decisions both of the FCIDC and
subsequently of KDB.
EAP Projects Department
February 26, 1975
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Economic and Financial Rates of Return on a Sample of 28 KDB Financed Projects
Size of Share of Share Internal Rate
TYpe of Type of Asset of Exports in Project Cost of KDB of Return
Industry Project 2/ Capacity Company 1/ Output Local Foreign Financing Financial Economic
$ 1,000 % $1,000 $1,000 % % %
Not Completed:
1. Sam Sung Phanmaceutical Pharmaceu- Various quantities of insecti-
Ind. Co. tical E cidies & liquid digesters 4,309 2,6 781 350 31 52.7 77.3
2. Sae-Dae Paper MFG. CO. Paper E 6,000 MT news print 18,639 - 617 660 47 17.0 60.0
3. Dong a Pharmaceutical Pharmaceu-
Ind. Co. tical R 19 million bottles cold remedy 16,081 - 1,078 200 16 27.4 52.6
4. Nam Jeon Ind. Co. Miscellaneous N 1.1 billion woven plastic bags 75 100 1,235 1,226 50 21.0 43.0
5. International Leather 4.8 million S/F leather
Ind. Co. Leather N 600,000 pairs of shoes 125 100 2,133 1,036 33 25.8 41.8
6. Mijin Metal Ind. Co. Metal Products E 3,760 MT foundry products 1,546 45 261 463 64 24.5 31.7
7. Masan Co. Textiles E 2.143 MT accrylic yarn 2,724 100 1,021 1,882 65 25.1 28.7
S. Samsung Special Paper
Co. Paper E 3,500 MT carbonizing paper 1,639 100 1,112 502 31 21.0 26.0
9. Keum Kang Asbestos Cement 1.7 million sheets asbestos cement
Ind. Co. N-M Minerals N board 10,310 - 3,061 476 13 35.0 24.2
10. Han Kook Ceramics N-M Minerals N 468,000 m2 mosaic tiles 1,615 100 811 521 39 18.5 22.0
11. Korea Bearing Co. Metal Products E 464,000 bearings 4,964 - 518 351 40 20.1 16.2
12. Tong II Steel Mfg. Co. Metal Products N 6,341 MT wires, ropes 1,322 48 795 497 38 14.5 12.5
Completed:
1. Oriental Precisio- Co. Electro.:ics E 5,827 telephone switch boards
33 electronic point sets 6,054 - 379 204 35 12.2 45.0
2. Lucky Ltd. Miscellaneous E 900,000 m sprayer vinyl hose 1,632 - 116 103 47 18.2 40.0
3. Sam Kang Ind. Co. Food N 2,280 MT canned vegetable 589 - 145 69 32 24.1 39.0
4. Dong Yang Warner Co. Metal Products E 192 MT ring gears and pinion sets 1,682 - 154 178 54 27.3 35.6
5. Daehan Livestock &
Feed Co. Food N 2,400 MT chicken mat 406 - 522 141 24 23.0 35.5
6. Bookook Steel & Wire Co. Metal Products N 720 MT aircraft cables 1,464 100 263 247 48 19.8 29.1
7. Han Kook Food Ind. Co. Food E 337 MT rice crackers 27 100 35 36 51 24.8 27.4
8. Hyun Dai Wool Textile Co.Textiles E 2,364 accrylic yarn 2,028 100 1,500 1,701 31 15.6 22.2
9. Tai Han Electric Wire Co.Metal Products E 323 MT electric wire 3,910 26 497 557 55 18.7 21.9
10. Sam Kyung Trading Co. Textiles E 260,000 yards polyester jersey 2,933 50 271 162 37 23.4 21.8
11. Dae Han Pulp Inc. Paper E 1,450 MT corrugated manila board
paper 2,190 25 150 108 42 18.0 20.0
12. sam-ah Aluminiem Co. Metal Products E 992 MT aluminum foil
172,000 R/L aluminum foil paper 443 29 1,819 876 25 19.5 18.2
13. Daeyle Yang Hang Co. Food N 4,580 MT milk; 5,650 Kt ice crews 576 - 950 913 49 29.1 17.6
14. Daejung Commercial Co. Textiles N 612 MT stretched yarn 248 100 190 589 72 13.0 17.1
15. Dong Heung Metal Ind. Co.Metal Products E 450 MT alloy tool steel 34 - 120 80 40 28.7 13.3
16. Yechun Filature Co. Textiles N 57,566 kg silk yarn 4.053 100 178 119 40 5.3 12.3
1/ At time of application
2/ New (N) or Expansion (E)
EAP Projects Departnment
February 26, 1975
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Details of Long-Term Resources as of December 31, 1974
1. As of December 31, 1974 total long-term resources of KDB had
amounted to W 628.73 billion (US$1.30 billion equivalent) of which W 527.42
billion (US$1.09 billion equivalent) or 83.9% were in domestic currency and
W 101.31 billion (US$208.87 million equivalent) or 16.1% were in foreign
currency as follows:
Equivalent
W in billion US$ in million
Domestic currency:
Paid-in capital 119.71 246.82
Reserves and retained earnings 22.93 47.28
Net owner's equity 142.64 294.10
Borrowings from Government of Korea 136.58 281.61
Industrial Finance Debentures 87.76 180.95 /a
Revolving funds (3.93)/a (8.10)-
Special Finance Debentures 26.73 55.11
Industrial Rationalization Fund 51.11 105.38
Tourism Development Fund 0.38 0.78
National Investment Fund 40.68 83.88
Deposits 41.54 85.65
Total domestic currency resources 527.42 1,087.46
(% of total resources) (83.9%)
Foreign currency:
USAID loans 13.28 27.37
KfW loans 8.00 16.50
ADB loans 29.10/b 60.00
Eurodollar loans from commercial banks 50 .9 3!- 105.00
Total foreign currency resources 101.31 208.87
(% of total resources) (16.1%)
Grand total of all resources 628.73 1,296.33
/a Not included in the total of domestic currency resources as it is
included in the total of foreign currency resources.
/b W 46.3 billion from these borrowings were in fact used for making
domestic currency loans.
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Broad details of associated terms and conditions of borrowed
resources of KDB are given in Annex 12. A brief review of each source
is given below.
Domestic Currency Resources
3. Paid-in capital. As required by the KDB Act, its entire paid-in
capital has been subscribed by the Government of Korea. The authorized
capital of KDB is W 300 billion (US$619 million) of which W 119.71 billion
hlas been presently (December 31, 1974) paid-in in three forms -- cash,
transfer of industrial shiares, and conversion of earlier government loans
to KDB. The amount in cash (W 66.3 billion) accounts for 55%, conversion
of government loans (W 27.5 billion) for 23% and transfer of industrial
shares (W 25.9 billion) for 22% of the total. Between January 1, 1972 and
December 31, 1974, KDB's paid-in capital has increased by more than 100%
from W 54.5 billion to W 119.7 billion. Of this increase about 87% was in
the form of cash. It is expected that KDB's paid-in capital will be further
raised by at least W 85 billion before the end of 1975.
4. Reserves and Retained Earnings. In terms of the provisions of
its charter, KDB maintains two types of reserves - "Legal Reserve" and
"Special Reserve". Until November 1968 KDB Act had required 50% of each
year's net income to be paid to government and the remaining 50% to be
transferred to the "Legal Reserve". After an amendment to the Act in 1968,
100% of net income is now transferred to "Legal Reserve", and the Govern-
ment does not receive any dividend. The Act further provides that if in
any year KDB suffers a net loss, this is to be adjusted against "Legal
Reserve" and thiat if total amount of loss exceeds the amount of available
reserve, the deficiency slhall be covered by the Government. As per KDB's
unaudited balance sheet as of December 31, 1974 the "Legal Reserve" stood
at W 17.342 billion.
5. In December 1961, by virtue of an amendment to KDB Act, a "Special
R\eserve" of W 1.50 billion was created by a cash subscription by the Govern-
ment. The reserve is available for absorbing any eventual losses on loans
made by KDB prior to December 1961 and on its equity investment in the
Readjustnment Corporation (a subsidiary of KD)B acting as its arrears col-
lection agent, see Annex 8). So far net loss charged to "Special Reserve"
amounts to W 6.66 million only and therefore the net balance of this reserve
as of December 31, 1974 was W 1.493 billion.
6. As of December 31, 1974 the amount of unappropriated net income
was W 4.1 billion (unaudited and provisional) and total "Reserves and Re-
tained Earnings", W 22.9 billion, composed as follows:
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W in billion
Legal Reserve 17.342
Special Reserve 1.493
Unappropriated Earnings 4.095
Total 22.930
7. Borrowings from tihe Government. This represents a major source
of domestic currency resources for KDB. KDB's reliance on this source has
in the recent past declined from about 46% of total domestic currency re-
sources as of December 31, 1969 to 27% as of December 31, 1974. The Govern-
ment has provided these funds in the form of annual budgetary allocations
and from three sources: (a) Economic Development Fund, (b) Foreign Loan
Repayment Fund and (c) Counterpart Funds.
8. Economic Development Fund represents Government's own general
funds and are allocated to KDB for financing of pre-identified as well as
general projects. The interest rate charged by the Government on these
funds varies from 6% to 12%, with a weighted average of 6.2% as of June 30,
1974. The repayment schedules of these funds range from 5 years to 35 years.
The present borrowing (W 120.5 billion as of December 31, 1974) are repayable
in instalments spread up to year 2009; heaviest burden of repayment will be
between 1975 and 1993 when 86% of the present outstanding borrowing will
become due.
9. Foreign Loan Repayment Fund and Counterpart Fund loans represent
government lending to KDB out of either grants received from abroad by the
Government of Korea or counterpart funds created as a result of early repay-
ments received from various agencies. These were lent to KDB for making
equipment loans to Government projects. The interest charged by the Govern-
ment on these borrowings varies between 2% to 5%; weighted average interest
rate as of June 30, 1974 was 2.4%. KDB's net outstanding borrowings from
these sources stood at W 16.1 billion as of December 31, 1974. No alloca-
tion of these funds has been made to KDB after 1971.
10. Industrial Finance Debentures (IFD). In terms of its Act, KDB
alone can issue the IFDs. Through the instrument of these debentures, KDB
attracts institutional as well as individual savings. Thie interest rates
on IFDs is presently 12.69%. Repayment of all IFDs is secured by a govern-
ment guarantee and therefore prior approval of the National Assembly is
required before IFDs are issued by KDB. Duration of IFDs is medium-term
(2 to 5 years) and iinterest is paid annually in advance. Considering the
discotunt factor (interest for one year is deducted from the initial issue
price of IFI) and for thie subsequent years is paid in advance) the effective
weighted average interest rate on IFDs outstanding as of December 31 , 1974
(W 78.u billion) was 14%. About 42% of outstanding IFDs lhave been subscribed
by cosmmercial banks and financial institutions whlile 58A have been subscribed
by general public.
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11. Revolving Funds. USAID and KflW foreign currency loans to KDB
nave fixed amortization schedules. KDB's collections over and above its
repayments are pooled in two separate revolving funds - USAID Revolving
Fund and KfW Revolving Fund - and used for the financing of domestic cur-
rency loans. In order to safeguard itself against possible loss resulting
from exchange rate fluctuations, KDB takes two precautions. Firstly, it
relends these funds with a "Dollar/Deutsche Mark value maintenance clause"
thereby passing the exchange risk on to the sub-borrowers. Secondly, it
judiciously manages these funds so as to reduce to a minimum the time gap
between their accrual and redisbursement. So far KDB appears to have been
successful in minimizing the exchange risk associated with these funds.
As of December 31, 1974 total revolving funds amounted to i; 3.9 billion
of which W 2.2 billion had been relent while the balance had also been
committed and was to be disbursed as soon as the associated formalities
were completed.
12. Special Finance Debentures. In terms of the August 3, 1972
Presidential Emergency Decree, KDB was required to lower its lending rates
and to provide special loans to certain specified sectors on softer terms
(8% interest rate and 5 years repayment term including 3 years of grace)
so as to enable them to repay the existing loans on relatively harder
terms. In pursuance of this Emergency Decree, KDB provided special loans
aggregating W 27.3 billion. This in effect meant restructuring of existing
loans in the sense of a longer repayment schedule and a lower interest rate.
In order to compensate KDB, the Government of Korea introduced the scheme
of "Special Finance Debentures". Under this scheme, the Government sub-
scribed to KDB's Special Finance Debentures in an amount equal to KDB's
special financing under Emergency Decree of August 3, 1972 (W 27.3 billion).
These special debentures carry interest rate at 5.5% and are repayable in
6 to 8 years. The money received by KDB through issuance of these deben-
tures is kept in a special deposit account with Bank of Korea. This deposit
bears interest at 12.5% and therefore the mechanism of special debentures
provides an interest subsidy of 7% (the differential between rates of in-
terest income on deposit and interest payable by KDB on special debentures).
13. Industrial Rationalization Fund (IRF). Tihis fund was also created
under the Emergency Presidential Decree of August 3, 1972 for providing fi-
nances on relatively softer terms (presently 8% per annum interest and re-
payment term of 8 years including 3 years of grace for capital loans and
one year for operating loans) for thie rationalization and development of
highi economic priority industries. Lndustries eligible for obtaining fi-
nances from TIRl are basic industries and thiose producing essential consumer
goods, intermediate products, machinery and exportable products. In addi-
tion, agro-based industries such as fislieries, directly contributing to
farmers' non-farm income are also eligilie for financing under IRF. Although
in terms of the provisions of thle Presidential Decree, IRF can be used for
making loans as well as investments, and for direct property acquisitions,
etc., so far KDB has used it for lending purposes only.
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14. IRF is administered by 1BDB within the broad policy guidelines
formulated and laid-down by Industrial Rationalization Council which works
under the control of the Prince Minister. The Council itself consists of
8 members including ministers of Economic Planning (Chairman of the Council),
Finance, Agriculture and Fishery and Economic Affairs, Governors of KDB and
Bank of Korea and two representatives from public designated by the President.
(At present no private individual is on the Council.) In essence the func-
tion of the Council is to lay down and amend, whenever necessary, the cri-
teria for eligibility of specific industries for IRF financing, procedural
aspects and overall terms and conditions. Investment decisions relating to
specific projects are taken by KDB on the basis of its appraisal of each
sub-project. KDB can also lend IRF through commercial banks which would in
turn relend these funds to end users at the uniform rate of 12% per annum
(8% per annum up to December 7, 1974).
15. In terms of the provisions of the Presidential Decree, the re-
sources of IRF could consist of: (a) subscriptions by Government, (b) bor-
rowings from Government, (c) issue of Industrial Finance Debentures, (d)
borrowings of foreign capital, (e) repayments received from sub-borrowers
and (f) short-term borrowings from Bank of Korea in case of emergency needs.
In fact only two sources have so far been tapped to raise funds for IRF -
borrowings from Government and issue of Industrial Finance Debentures.
Government has lent funds to IRF out of PL 480 funds (tallow imports),
USAID Counterpart Funds and its direct borrowings for this purpose from
Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF) and Export-Import Bank, both of
Japan. The OECF and Exim Bank funds carry interest rates of 2 to 5% per
annun and have long repayment periods (15 to 40 years including grace
periods ranging from 5 to 10 years). These funds carry "Dollar/Yen value
maintenance clause" and therefore entail exchange risk for KDB. KDB sets
aside 1.5% of annual interest income under IRF financing to a special
reserve to cover the potential exchange loss. Exchange fluctuation losses
in excess of this reserve are to be met by the Government of Korea.
16. Industrial Finance Debentures issued by KDB under IRF (W 13.3 bil-
lion up to December 31, 1974) are identical to IFDs issued by KUD3 for financ-
ing its normal operations (see para 10). Thie negative margin on IFD funds
lent under IRI arising because of higher interest cost (about 14%) than the
relending rate (12%;) Ls reimbursed to KIB by thie Government of Korea.
17. Tourisnm Development Fund (TDF). TDF has becn provided to KDB by
Ministry of Transportation for financing of tourism projects sucth as lhotels,
etc. These funcds, the net outstanding amount of wlhichi was W 380 million as
of D)ecember 31, 1974, are provided to KH)B at 6% per annum and their relend-
ing rate has been fixed by thie Government at 7.5% per annum. The repayment
term is eight years.
18. National Investment Fund (NIF). NIF was created by the Govern-
ment of Korea on January 1, 1974 with the objective of mobilizing national
savings for the financing of heavy and chemical industries during 1974-81.
This fund derives its resources through government allocations and sale of
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Investment Fund Bonds to National Savings Associations, newly set up National
welfare Pension Fund System, Postal Insurance and trust companies and the
various public funds as may be designated by special Presidential Decree.
NIF funds are available to KDB for financing heavy and chemical sectors
only. Allocations out of NIF are made by Bank of Korea to KDB on an annual
basis, but actual disbursements are linked with individual sub-projects.
Apart for KDB, other financial institutions and commercial banks are also
entitled to use NIF.
19. Borrowings (W 40.7 billion as of December 31, 1974) under NIF
carry interest rate at 10.5% per annum and are relent at the pre-speci-
fied rate of 12% per annum. Tihe repayment term of NIF is 8 years for
equipment loans and 3 years for operating loans.
20. Deposits. KDB Act authorizes it to accept time deposit in domestic
as well as foreign currencies and demand deposits only from its existing
clients. As of December 31, 1974, KDB had time deposits of W 41.5 billion
(W 7.1 billion in domestic currency and W 34.4 billion in foreign currency)
and call deposits amounting to W 2.5 billion. Most of the time deposits
in domestic currency came from financial institutions while almost all
foreign currency deposits were made by Korea Exchange Bank out of the pro-
ceeds of its own foreign currency borrowings. On its domestic currency
deposits KDB was paying interest up to January 24, 1974 at 6% for over 3
months deposits, 8.4% for over 6 months deposits, 12.0% for over 12 months
deposits and 12.6% for over 24 months deposit. With effect from January 24,
1974, these rates have been raised to 12.(%, 13.2%, 15% and 15% respectively.
On its foreign currency deposits, KDB pays interest at a floating rate which
as at June 30, 1974 was about 10%. Funds raised through deposits (in domes-
tic as well as foreign currencies) are used by KDB mainly for making working
capital (operating) loans. Exchange risk on foreign currency deposits which
are converted in domestic currency and used for financing Won currency loans
is passed on to the sub-borrowers througlh inclusion of "Dollar value main-
tenance clause" in the sub-loan agreements.
Foreign Currency Resources
21. Foreign Currency Lines of Credit. KDB contracted its first for-
eign currency borrowing from USAID in April 1960 in the form of a line of
credit of US$5 million equivalent. This was followed by two more lines of
credit aggregating US$22.374 million (net of cancellation) obtained in 1966
and 1968. From 1966 KDB started borrowing from Kreditanstalt fur Wiederufbau
(KfW) of West Germany, which has so far provided three lines of credit aggre-
gating DN 40 million (US$16.5 million). KDB establislhed its business rela-
tions witli Asian Development Bank (AI)B) in 1970 when it obtained a line of
crediit ol US$10 million equivalent. In 1972 and 1974 KDiB obtained two more
lincs of credlit of US$20 million and US$30 million respectively from ADB.
22. USA1D and KfW loans are basically borrowings of thie Government of
Korea relent to RDB. The AI)B loans are, however, direct borrowings of KDB
against Government of Korea's guarantee.
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23. Interest rates associated witih the foreign currency lines of
crecit range between 5 to 8.5%. The first two USAID loans and first KfW
loan carry interest at 5%, the third USAID loan at 6%, second KfW. loan at
S%, third KfW loan at 7% and all ADD loans hiave variable interest rate
(presently 8-1/2%). These funds ihave been relent by KD13 witlh spreads
ranging from 2 to 4% (wieighted average 2.81%). Whereas, repayments of
all ADB and first USAID loans are linked with the repayment schedules of
sub-borrowers, the borrowings from KfW and USAID (last two loans) are
repayable according to fixed schedules extending to 15-30 years.
24. Eurodollar Loans from Comrnercial Banks. KDB has so far obtained
two Eurodollar loans - US$25 million in June 1970 and US$80 million in
January 1974 (both were syndicated loans). The first loan managed by
Manufacturers Hanover Ltd., London, was subscribed by 31 banks from Japan,
U.S.A., K.K., Canada, Panama, Switzerland and Hong Kong and UNDP. The
second loan was managed by a consortium of four banls (Banker's Trust Com-
panv of London, Citicorp International Bank Ltd., London, Asia Pacific
Capital Corporation, Hong Kong, and B.T. Finance Ltd., llong Kong), and was
subscribed by 38 banks from Japan, U.K., U.S.A., Hong Kong, Singapore,
Canada and Australia.
25. The first Eurodollar loan carries interest at 1.75% plus Eurodol-
lar deposit rate prevailing in London two working days before each interest
payment with a maximum of 11.75%. (Interest is paid bi-annually.) In terms
of the original Loan Agreement, the interest rate was stipulated at 2% plus
the inter-bank Eurodollar deposit rate, but the mark up was reduced on
December 20, 1972 to 1.75% througlh an amendment of the Loan Agreement. The
mark up over the inter-bank rate for the second Eurodollar loan is 1% but
there is no fixed maximum rate. The effective interest rate on the first
loan is currently 11.75% and that on the second loan 14.07%. The repayment
terms of these two loans are 5 years and 10 years respectively.
26. Issuance of Industrial Finance Debentures (IFD) in Foreign Currency.
In October 1974 KDB issued for the first time its IFDs in foreign currency
for $18.8 million to the Government of Abu Dhabi. These debentures carry
interest at 8-1/2% and are repayable over 'l years after 6 years of grace.
Issuance of IFDs in foreign currencies are expected to increase in the
tuture.
E:AP Proj1ects Departmnent
February 26, 1975
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-,b-projontt
2nd Lao 5.51 11.37 3 B 15 15 $lii,SSl to $1.0 $300,000 Tiod to USA Fiood (1971 No.- 9, 1966
e,dllioo to 1903)
3rd I.oo 5.34 1 1.00 6 10 15 15 $100,000 to $i.0 $300,000 Tied ton USA Fined (1973 -.To 2i, 1968
nillion to i985)
3Tb-totl 13.20 27.37
loWIt Loan 4.00 8.25 2 0 20 15 E04 801,100 DM 100,000 Free Fined (1971 -Jo., 24, l966
($3101,101) -o I... ($194,000) to 09Sf)
2nd loa 7.00 4.12 0 50 10 10 DM1 200.000 ($79,000)Eti 500,000 free Fined (1072 Ott. 14. 1970
to D 010.2 million ($194,000) to 1900)
3rd loan 2.00 4.13 7 9 30 10 D 004 00,l0($78,000) DM1 500,000 Free Floed (1906 No., 12, 19733
to DMi 1.0 nillino ($094,000) to 7003)
Sub-total ~ ~ ~ 80.0 11.51 ($309,100)
All
lo" la 4.85 10.00 Po-io$l, 10 55 15 $100,100 to $1.0 $200,000 Free Tied tn sob- SN- 23, 1970
(7.5)' nillimo pr-jeoto
2nid loan 9.70 20.00 0oriei}e Omotonio 15 15 $100,000 to $1.0 $200,000 Fre Tied em sob- Dt., 15, 1972
(7.5)' rote p0mm 2. nillino pr-jeot
3rd loan ±4.55 30,71 Variabj, Borroing 15 13 $100,001 tn $2.0 $500,000 Free Tied to sob- Mo-ob 20, 1974
(0.50)- rote pl-, 2 mlonpr-je-t
Sob--tot1 79.10 60.01
C--inrtbl Wkis
Is lon 12.13 25.00 Intor-bamk 12 to 05 5 $-----No restrioti…----------Free Fined (1973 J-n 9, 1970
rtet 3/ pl.s to 0075)
1.75 (11.75)1:/
2nd loan 2/ 58,80 01.01 boor,-bob 12 to 15 10 ----- So. -etritio------------ Free Fined (1077 Joon 24, 1974
S~bWtl 0.3 ro00 to3 21pin9 to 1904)
Sob-total 50.93 105.00 ~~~1% (14. 7)11
Ind-otriol Fi--ot Dob-ntnr,- 9.12 10,00 04 12 so 15 15 (--- o-- eo trioti-)---------- Fine hood (1000 Ott. 10, 1974
______ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~to 19091
Total of all f-roig
t- -eny b-roinis 110.43 22L.67
Toomed-noopo tod 120.53 248.52 6 to 12 6 to 15.5 5 to 35 eNstr-iotion ---- Not oppli-abl---------- Flood (0974 1902-1974
Forign l-oa -epay-t f.md 0.30 0.62 3 6 to 13.5 50 No rostriotimo ---- Not epplimobli---------- Finod (0974 1960
00 1975)
C-t-rp-rt f.eds 15.75 32.47 2 to 5 6tno 15.5 10 to 35 N.roppri-bioo----o--opp------- Fined(1974 1962-0971
to 2009)
Sub-ntob ~ 156.50 201.00
Sod-stria Fi ...ee Dobonitr- 70.64 i62.14 10 to 026 12 no 13.5 2 to 5 Nerostinn.ti...(…---Sot applieobl ---------- Timed (1974 1949-1974
(04.0 ) 5 to 1970)
Sp00
1
0
1
Fimont DOrbtotne 26.72 55.09 5.5 0.0 6 to 0 8 (… So-Nt applitobl ---------- Fined (1973 1902-1973
to 1901)
Indoorotal oati...li-t-to
Fond 51.00 105.30 3 to 5 10 to 12 15 to 40 Capitol1 .lnos8(… S-- ot applimabl…---------- Fimed (1970 1972-1974
(3.6) 1/ Op-rting io..on: to 2012)
Tooion On-olp-ot Fond 0.38 0.78 6.0 7.3 0 0 ---- Sot appliooble---------- Fimod (1975 1973
to 1901)
ONtionol 1mortnot Food 40.60 83.88 10.0 02.0 Capital Capitol 1--8s:(… S--ot oppliblab -------- -)- Tied t.o 0b- 1974
imaos:B8 Oportiog pro joeto
Oporotig loans,- 1 to 3
boo, 3
Time dopooits
noe- tin -enoery 7.14 14.72 12 to 05 02 to 15.5 1 te 3 N.rotrlto.tion(… So- Nt appli.abli---------- Flood 6/ 0972-0974
Onrigneorre-y 34.39 70,91 Flooting 12 to 15.5 1 to 3 No e-teinti-n( ---- Not eppliobl ---------- Fi-od 7/ 1972-0974
Sob-total 41.53 05.63 (750
Total of all dooetie
enr-,e bornings 375.64 774.51
G-ad toto1 of ..rrigo
and doorstie --eeo
borroings 486.07 1,002.198
1/ Eifo.ttl- iotoreot rote as of D-ob-e 31, 1974.
2/ Th..o arE- 1- I .r.o.ir .bon op.rtmf the pro-eds non bee mood for d-mottim .. r...ty fi-aning.
3/ Onpe--ets iotr-b-nk mE-do11r deposit rtet peovoilig in Lmndoo.
loIndastroI Fbmooto obootoroc ibooe.d for finaoing mder lI.dmotoio1 Rtlionali-tion Frogeo..
2/ Woightod ... esgo of intorotrototc diacoatod to ollos for y-mly advoce poynet of intefoot.
6/ Ropynoot poriodo rage from 0 to 3 poo,.
7/1 Onpoynet periods rage Fro 3 -soths to 3 years.
COP froje-to Beoto..mtFebro...y 26, 1975
KOREA DEVELoPIIENT BANK ANNEX 13
Resources Provided by Government and Raised Independently, 1969-1974
(Wee in billion)
ORO 1570 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1971 _____ -INg22.. 55 5
Amount Amosunt Anoossni Amount Amount Aemoun
Year- raised Year_ reid Y Year- raised Year- raised Year- raised Year- rai sed
end during end during and during rnd dong end during ead during
Amount 7, the year 7 Amount R the year 7. Amount 7. tha year 2 A-ount */ the year % Amount % tho year 7. Asnoent . the_ yer 51
I. Reaourres Provided by Goverenent
RDestic Curreny
Foid-in cepital 2 7.76 19.1 7.84 16.8 50.55 23.4 22.79 32.0 54.47 21.1 3.92 9.3 110.07 26.9 55.60 37.0 110.61 23.0 0.54 0.7 119.71 19.0 9.10 6.3
Loans 58.81 40.5 17.06 36.7 69.01 31.9 10.20 14.4 86.25 33.3 17.24 40.7 101.55 24.8 15.30 10.2 116.32 24.2 14.77 20.7 136.58 21.7 20.26 14.1
speciel Finance Debenturaa - - - - - - - - - - - - 25.77 6.3 25.77 17.2 27.27 5.7 1.N0 2.1 26.72 4.3 i 0.55) ( 0.4)
Indnutrial RItianalierti-n Fund - - - - - - - - - - - - 11.15 2.7 11.15 7.4 29.84 6.2 18.69 26.2 51N.l 8.1 21.27 14.8
Tosrin= Development Fund - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.20 - 0.20 0.3 0.38 0.1 0.18 0.1
National Inveetmeet Fund - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40.68 6.5 40.68 28.1
Subtotal 86.57 59.6 24.90 53.5 1 55.3 32.99 46.4 140.72 54.4 21.16 50.0 249.54 60 107.82 71.0 2b4.24 3591 35.70 50.0 75.18 59.7 90.94 5_
For-ein Currency
USAID loans 13.28 9.1 - - 13.28 6.1 - - 13.28 5.1 - 13.28 3.3 - - 13.28 2.8 - _ 13.28 2.1 - -
KiW laoan 4.00 2.8 - - 6.00 2.8 2.00 2.0 6.00 2.3 - _ 6.00 1.5 _ - 8.00 1.7 2.00 2.8 8.00 1.3
Subtotal 17.28 11.9 - 19.28 8.9 2.00 2.8 19.26 7.4 - - 19.20 4.8 21.28 4.5 2.00 2.8 21.28 3.4 - -
Total renources provided by the
Government 103.85 71.5 24.90 53.5 138.84 64.2 34.99 49,2 160.00 616. 21.16 50.0 267.82 65.5 107.82 71.8 305.52 63.6 37.70 52.8 396.46 6_,1 90.94 55.0
II. Reaources Rained Independently
Domestic Carrenry 
Re-oryes and retained earnings 9.42 6.5 1.35 2.9 10.91 5.0 1.49 2.1 12.44 4.8 1.53 3.6 15.38- 3. 2.94 2.0 18.84- 3.8 3.46 4.8 22.93 3.6 4.09 2.5
Industrial Fieence Dobentures 16.36 11.2 16.27 34.9 26.57 12.3 10.21 14.4 26.37 10.2 (0.20) (0.5) 51.39 12.6 25.02 16.7 79.26 16.6 27.87 39.0 78.64 12.5 (0.62) (0.4)
Tine doposita 15.65 10.8 4.07 8.7 23.06 10.7 7.41 10.4 42.95 16.6 19.89 46.9 47.56 11.6 4.61 3.1 49.95 10.4 2.39 3.4 41.54 6.6 8.41 5.1
Sob4otal 41.43 28.5 21.69 46.5 60.54 28.0 19.11 26.9 81.76 31.6 21.22 50.0 114.33 28.0 32.57 21.8 148.05 30.8 33.72 47.2 143.11 22.7 11.88 7.2
Foreign Currency
Induotrial FPinnce Debentures - - - - - _ - , _ _ 9.12 1.5 9.12 5.5
ADB loans - - - - 4.85 2.2 4.85 6.8 4.85 1.9 - 14.55 3.5 9.70 6.4 14.55 3.1 - 29.10 4.6 14.55 8.8
Co-nerial benk ooas 3/ _ 12.13 5.6 12.13 17.1 12.13 4.7 - 12.13 3.0 - - 12.13 2.5 _ - 50.93 8.1 38.80 23.5
8ubtoral - - _ 16.90 7.8 16.98 23.9 16.98 6.6 - - 26.68 6.5 9.70 6.4 26.68 5.6 - - 89 15 T42 62.47 37.8
Total resources raised independently 71.4 23 21.69 457 77.52 35 3C§- 50.8 77 3sT2 21.22 50, 1T41.0i 34.5 42.27 28,2 174.73 36.4 33.72 47.2 32.26 36.9 74.35 45.0
Total vf all resources 145.28 100.0 46.59 100.0 216.36 100.0 71.08 100.0 258.74 100.0 42.30 100.0 409.83 100.0 150.09 100.0 480.25 100,0 71.42 100.0 628.72 100.0 165.29 100.0
III. Resources rained/obtained sineo:
January 1, 1969
free Goyernn-nt 24.90 53.4 59.89 50.9 81.05 50,5 188.87 60.9 226.57 59.4 317.51 58.1
independently by KDB 21.69 46.6 57.78 49.1 79.00 49.5 121.27 39.1 154.99 40.6 229.34 41.9
Totel 46.59 100.0 117.67 100.0 160.05 100.0 310.14 100.0 381.56 100.0 546.85 100.0
anoacry 1, 1970
from Govers*ent - - 34.99 49.2 56.13 49.5 163.97 62.2 201.67 60.2 292.61 58.5
independenstly by RDB - - 36.09 50.2 57.31 50.5 99.58 37.8 133.30 39.8 207.65 41.5
TeEa - _ 71.08 100.0 113.46 100.0 263.55 100.0 334.97 100.0 500.26 100.0
January 1, 1971
PromB Ginvrnent - - 21.16 49.9 128.98 67.0 166.68 63.2 257.62 60.0
independently by EDB _ 21.22 50.1 63.49 33.0 97.21 36.8 171.56 40.0
T'oal 42.38 100.0 192.47 100.0 263.89 100.0 429.18 100.0
Janoary 1, 1972
fro GOermet - - 107.82 71.8 145.62 65.7 236.46 61.1
independently by KDB - 42.27 28.2 75.99 34.3 150.34 38.9
Total 150.09 100.0 221.51 0OO.0 386.80 100.0
Jonuary 1, 1973
from esnt - - 37.70 53.5 128.64 54.3
independeetly by KDB 33.72 46.5 108.07 45.7
Total - 71.42 100.0 236.71 100.0
Jaooory 1, 1974
free oGm t - - 90.94 55.0
independeetly by KDB 4.35 4520
Total- 165.29 100.0
1/ These figures diffir from those given in the sunsrieed belance sheets (Amn.n 16) berause these hove been tkoen fron KDB's unaudited bl ho to itii uifuicy and comparability of figures.
2/ Including IFDn amounting to W13.33 billien issued under Industrial litionali-ation Fuod schone.
3/ Including the portions used for d-ssestie carrency fioancing.
EAP Projects Deprtment
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Long-Term Resource Position as of December 31, 1974
(Won in millions)
Domestic Currency
Paid-in capital 119,712
Reserves and surplus 22,930
Net owner's equity 142,642
Borrowings from Government l/ 136,580
Industrial Finance Debentures- 87,755
Special loans end funds?. 118,898
Time deposits_/ 41,537
Borrowings from foreign commercial banks
used in domestic currency 46,318
Total domestic resources 573,730
Lessr Domestic currency loans outstanding 393,673
Investments in equity shares and
industrial bonds, etc. 75,959
Investment in fixed assets and net workinpg
capital (excluding cash and deposits) - 62,497 532,129
Resources available for disbursements 41,601
Less undisbursed domestic currency commitments k,189
Resources available for commitments 37,412
Foreign Currency
AID Loans 13,274
ADB Loans 29,100
KfW Loans 5/ 8,000
Commercial Banks Earodollar Loans- 4,608
Sub-total 54,982
Less: Resources disbursed/utilised 37,o85
Resources available for disbursements 17,897
Less undisbursed foreign currency loan commitments 10,124
Resources available for commitments 7,773
Total Resources
Resources available 628,712
Resources utilised/disbursed 569,214
Resources available for disbursement 59,4k98
Less: Undisbursed commitments 14,313
Resources available for further commitments 45,185
1/ Includes Industrial Finance Debentures issued in foreign currency, the
proceeds of which are used for domestic currency financing.
2/ Includes borrowings from Industrial Rationalization Fund (W51.11 billion),
Tourism Development Fund (W380 million), National Investment Fund (W40.68 billion)
and Special Finance Debentures (W26.73 billion), for financing of pre-identified
projects/sectors.
3/ Includes foreign currency deposits used for domestic currency financing
4V EKcluding credit control account (undisbursed loan commitments), and
including cash deposits of W26.73 billion against Special Finance Debentures.
5/ EKcluding that part which was used for domestic currency financing.
EAP Projects Department
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KOREA DEVELOPMNT BANK
Summarized Income Statements 1/
for the years ended December 31. 1959 through 197)4
(Won in dllion)
Years ended December 31 1969 1970 OR 1972 197
INCOME v
Interest on loans 7,810 11,654 14,556 18,356 21,089 28,453Interest on bonds, debentures
& deposits 923 1,184 1,182 2.087 5,134 5.328
Total interest income 8,733 12,838 15,748 20,443 26,223 33,Th1
Dividend income 471 582 750 883 2,356 2,339
Guarantee commission 1,263 2,125 3,064 3,831 3,683 4,420
Other income 73 127 275 688 411 i,144
Capital gains on sales of 
- 1investments 2 14 
- -. Y 1,320
Total income 10,542 15,68; 19,837 25.845 2.6712 43,0oo4
EXPNS ES
Financial expenses 6,631 11,120 14,830 17,849 23,710 33,545Administrative,personnel and
other expenses 2,570 3,079 3,467 2,850 4,097 5,364Provision for bad debts 
-
- 1,261 1,274 
-
Total expenses 9,201 14,199 18,297 21,960 29.081 38,909
Net Income 4/ 1,341 1,487 1,540 3,885 3.592 4,095
APPROPRIATIONS
Net income for the year 1,341 1,487 1,540 3,885 3,592 4,095
Transfered to legal reserve 1,341 1,487 1,540 3,885 3,592 4,095Unappropriated balance 
-- 
- - -
1 Income statements for fiscal 1970, 1972 and 1973 are audited by external independent auditors 
- Messrs.Arthur Young & Co. - while those for fiscal 1969 and 1971 are audited only by KDB's own internal
auditor. The results of 1974 are unaudited.
J Consistent with the general accounting practice followed by the banking and financial institutions inKorea, KDB reports income in its financial statements on actual receipt basis and expenses on accrualbasis. The operating results summarized above are based on cash-cum-accrual basis of accounting forfiscal 1969 through 1971 and 1974, while those of fiscal 1972 and 1973 have been adjusted
by external auditors to conform to accrual basis of accounting both for incomes and eaenses. The netincome figures of fiscal 1969 through 1971 and 1974 if adjusted to conform to accruat basis (incomes
aa well as expenses) of accounting, would appear as follows:
Fiscals 1969 1970 1971 1974
Total interest income - Original 8,733 12,838 15,748 33,781
- Adjusted 10,733 15,257 15,984 37,154
- Net increase 2,000 2,419 1,236 3,373
Guarantee commission 
- Origional 1,253 2,125 3,064 4,420
- Adjusted 1,413 2,332 3,354 5,136
- Net increase 150 207 290 716
Net income 
- Original 1,341 1,487 1,540 4,095
- Adjusted 3,491 4,173 3,066 8,184
- Net increase 2,150 2,626 1,526 4,089
/ Capital gains realized on sales of investments (W 257 million in 1972 and W956 million in 1973) have be_endirectly credited by Arthur Young & Go., to'Legal Reserve' and not shown as part of KDB's normal incomeduring the respective years.
1/ KDB's income is exempt from any tax.
/ In terms of the provisions of KDB Act, the entire net income of KDB is transferred to 'Legal Reservel.Government
of Korea, which has subscribed the entire paid-in capital of KDB does not receive any dividends on its investment.
EAP Projects Department
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
Summarized Balance Sheets-as of December 31. 1969
through 1974
(Won in million)
As of December 31 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and bank deposits 2/ 5,091 10,133 10,368 23,500 15,720 31,421
Receivables, prepayments, etc.- 6.248 9.721 22,497 46,903 50,186 46,305
Total current assets 11,339 19,854 32,865 70,403 65,906 77,726
Ou.tstanding Loans & Investment
Domestic currency loans
Operating loans 18,455 29,881 33,479 28,728 33,689 53,206
Capital loans 74,525 94,200 116,956 199,325 265,934 340,467
Total donmstic currency 92,980 124,081 150,435 228,053 299,623 393,673
Foreign currency loans 3,123 4,884 7J059 11 080 18.847 32.020
Total loans 96,103 128,965 157,494 239,133 318,470 425,693
Inves tments:
Equity shares 26,858 46,944 48,513 63,261 58,642 65,883
Debentures 7,624 8.971 9%114 8,830 8,864 10,076
Total investments 34,482 55,915 57,627 72,091 67,506 75,959
Total portfolio 130,585 184,880 215,121 311,224 385,976 501,652
Property and equipment 941 4,599 4,876 5,467 5,332 5,059
Total assets 142.865 209,333 252,862 387,094 457.214 584,437
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Deposits (short tem) 8,529 7,552 5,214 6,309 5,145 2,481
Other current liabilities 2,956 8.197 7,516 7,586 10.866 17,301
Total current liabilities 11,485 15,749 12,730 13,895 16,011 19,782
Long-tem Liabilities
Special Finance Debentures 3 SP0FD) - - - 25,770 27,267 26,726
Deduct: Equivalent deposit- - - - 25,770 27,267 26,726
Net liability for SFD _ - - - - -
Deposits
Domestic currency 15,645 23,065 20,707 11,863 12,678 7,145
Foreign currency - 22,241 35,701 37,274 34,392
Total deposits 15,645 23,065 42,948 47,564 49,952 41,537
Foreign currency borrowings 3,385 13,480 17,654 20,984 23,855 63,969
Industrial Finance Debentures 16,360 26,575 26,367 51,391 79,263 87,755
Borrowings from:Government of Korea 58,813 69,006 86,254 101,547 116,324 136,580
ITd,Rationalization Fund - - - 11,146 29,840 51,112
Tourism Development Fund - - - - 200 380
National Investment Fund - - - - - 40,680
Total long-term borrowings 94.203 132,126 173,223 232.632 299,434 422,013
Outstanding guarantees:
Domestic currency 37,038 40,129 46,143 20,558 46,117 64,436
Foreign currency 262.740 384.088 554,186 590.741 741.308 1,246.705
Total guarantees 299,777 424,217 600,329 611,299 787,425 1,311,141
Deduct: Customers' liability
for guarantees 299,777 424,217 600,329 611,299 787,425 1,311,141
Net liability for guarantees - - - - - -
Total liabilities 105.688 147,875 185.953 246.527 315,445 441,795
ANNEX 16
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1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Equity
Paid-in-capital 21 27,761 50,555 54,466 110,066 110,612 119,712
Retained earnings- 9,416 10,903 12,443 30,501 31,157 22,930
Net equity 37,177 61,458 6,90 140,567 141,769 14L642
Total liabilities & equity 142,865 209,333 252X862 387,094 457,214 584 437
1/ Balance sheets as of December 31, 1970, 1972 and 1973 are audited by external independent auditor -
Messrs. Arthur Young & Co. - while those as at December 31, 1969 and 1971 are audited by KDB's own
internal auditor. The balance sheet as at December 31, 1974 is unaudited.
2/ Consistent with general accounting practice followed by the banking and financial institutions in
Korea, KDB reports income in its financial statements only on actual receipt basis and expenses on
accrual basis. As a result income accrued and receivable is not shown in the balance sheet as an
asscit and on the other hand the retained earnings are understated. Except for KDB's balance sheets
as it December 31, 1972 and 1973 which have been adjusted by external auditors so as to be on complete
accrual basis of accounting, all other balance sheets are based on cash-cum-accrual basis of accounting.
If appropriate adjustments are made for 1969 through 1971 and 1974 the following balance sheet items
would be amended as indicated:
As of December 31 1969 1970 1971 1974
A. Receivables & prepayments
As summarized 6,248 9,721 22,497 46,305
Add receivable income 5,552 8,178 9,704 16,809
Adjusted figure of receivables
& prepayments 11,800 17,899 32,201 63,112
B. Retained earnings:
As summarized 9,416 10,903 12,443 22,930
Add: Additional income on accrual
basis 5,552 8,178 9,704 16,809
Adjusted retained earnings 14,968 19,081 22,147 39.739
3/ This is a fixed deposit against the outstanding balance of Special Finance Debentures and can be
used only for redemption of these debentures.
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YIODE D0EVEL0F1NI bANK
lodionsors-/ of Financial pn6ftiCn and Opnmtiooal Perf-rmanob
(lion in million)
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
Years ended December 31 Amount 21 Amount 21 Amopunt %1 Amount 21 Amount 7. Amount %1
Y. rftal A-cec-2 142,865 209,333 252,865 387,094 457,214 584,437
Of wshich laoa porrfalio 96,103 67 128,965 62 157 494 62 239,133 62 319,470 70 425,693 73
I-veatmoct portfolio 34,482 24 55,915 27 57,627 23 72,091 19 62 506 15 75,959 13
Tetol lang-teem debt5 Z 94,203 132,126 173,223 232,632 299,434 422,013
Af which In foreign nashonge 3,385 4 13,480 10 17,654 10 20,984 9 23, 855 8 63,969 15
Gorrig fo tlv. 58,813 62 69,006 32 66,224 50 101,547 44 106.324 59 136,580 32
3 sfrom 16,300 17 26,575 20 26,367 15 51,391 22 79,263 2f 8,735 21
Speci loans and fnd - - - - - 11,146 5 30,040 10 92,172 22
Deposits 15,645 17 23,065 18 42,948 25 47,564 20 49,952 17 41,537 10
Sq1aty 37,177 61,458 66,909 140,567 141,769 142,642Ltng-teem dfboheqaity 2.5 2.2 2.6 1.7 2.1 3.0
Total debtteqaity 2.8 2.4 2.8 1.8 2.2 3.1
L.og-teem debt (including
gaarantees)/eqcity 10.9 9. 2 11.7 6.0 7.7 11.7
Currentcratio 1 0 1.3 - 2.6 5.1 4 1 3.9
Arid cost ratio o.44 0.64 0.81 1.69 0.98 1.59
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
II. Profit before profisions as h
af average ortal assets 1.0 0.9 0.7 1.6 1.2 0.9
Net intonet after praviainon as
7 of average eqity 4.1 3.0 2.4 3.7 2.5 2.9
Rsrrve- & previsions as % of
-orel portflaia 7.3 6.1 5.9 9.9 8.2 4.6
Financilal eapenses an 't. of
averafe coral assets 5.0 6.4 6.6 5.6 5.6 f.4
AXdmlefcteativoaexpenseso as.
of average total ..a.tr 2.0 1.8 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.0
aook valae as °. of pat voice 133 122 123 128 128 119
Gr-ss earnigs og. - of avoraeg
assets 8.0 9.1 8.8 8.1 7.7 8.3
Debt aeryice coverage (times) 4.0 1.32 1.29 2.19 1.26 N.A.
Daterotc oc trom debt cs % of
average teem debts 8.0 7.6 8.3 8.2 8.3 8.2
Cest of total teem res...oe...
as '2 of average total resooucos4t 5.7 5.3 5.6 6.5 9.5 5.9
Incoe feem lae- portfolio an
% of overog loan portfolio 9.6 10.4 10.2 9.3 7.6 7.7
1/ Indioctor- for fisc-l 1972 end 1973 arn not .ealistically conp-rable with those of other fisoals no financinl
-ratoemeta of these fasf al. cans pmapom- d em acerul basin an S8ainst rash basis of enounating or info- en
and bcorual hasis for napenses ased fir the cemaining fircals..
2/ Fxcladiog g-arantees.
3/ KlDl'. incoem is nanmpt fema ta.i
4/ I20lsding Owens oquity.
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KOREA DEVPLOPNIT BANK
Prolections of Approvals, Commitments and Disbursements, 197.5-1979
(Won in million)
Years ending December 31 1975 127_6 1977 19B 1,292
Approval S
Domestic currency loans
Operating loans 28,51i 30,520 32,660 34,940 37,380
Capital loans 114,064 122,080 130.54o0 139,75 149.520
Total domestic currency
loans 142,580 152,600 163,300 174,700 186,900
Foreign currency loans 33.548 40,100 33.25o 42.100 42,100
Total loans 176,128 192,700 196,550 216,800 229,000
Investments L/ 10.140 16.000 18,000 20.000 22.000
Total approvals 186,2i8 208.700 214.550 236.800 251o00o
Commitments 2/
Domestic currency loans
Operating loans 27,206 30,3-60 32,490 34,756 37,186
Capital loans :o8,825 121.4 4 0 129,960 139,024 148,744
Total domestic currency
loans 135,031 151,800 162,450 173,780 185,930
Foreign currency loans 32.697 39,840 33.520 41,750 42,100
Total loans 168,728 191,640 195,970 215,530 228,030
Investments 9,577 15,770 17.920 19,920 21,920
Total commitments 178.305 207,410 213,890 235.450 24.950
Disbursements /
Domestic currency loans
Operating loans 27,206 30,360 32,490 34,756 37,186
Capital loans 108,825 121,440 129,960 139,024 148.744
Total domestic currency
loans 136,031 151,800 162,450 173,780 185,930
Foreign currency loans 21.657 36,270 36,680 37,630 41,93o
Total loans 157,688 188,070 199,130 211,410 227,860
Investments 9,577 15,770 17.920 19,920 21,920
Total disbursements 157,265 2U3,840 217,05 231,33 249,780
2/ Includes investment in equity shares, bonds and debentures.
2/ Domestic currency loans and investments are projected to get committed on an
average one month after approval and foreign currency loans 15 days after
approval. In other words 92% of domestic currency loan and investment
approvals and 96% of foreign currency loan approvals of each year are pro-
jected to be casmitted in the same year and the balance in the following year.
This represents KDB's loan commitment experience in the past.
3 In respect of its domestic currency loans,it is KDB's practice to fully credit
the sub-borrower's loan account soon after the sub-loan agreement is signed.
Therefore KDB's domestic currency loan disbursemet are projected to be equal
to yearly commitments. Foreign currency loans are projected to get disbursed
6 month after cornmitment i.e. 50% each in the year of commitment and in the
following year. 100% of yearly commitments for investments are projected to
get disbursed in the same year.
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ANNREX 19
KOREA DEVELOPMENT BAhK
Projected Balance Sheets. 1975-1979
(Won in million)
As of Deo-mbcr 31 (Actual 1975 1976 1977 1978 979
(Actual) -
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash snd bunk deposits 31421 44055 51061 68216 79452 102570
Receivable, prepaybents etc. 46305 50291 55191 63891 72891 82291
Tote1 current assets 77726 94346 106252 132107 152343 164861
Long-term Assets
Portfolio:
Domestic currency capital loans 340467 433301 531150 626907 722092 817553
Domestic currency operating loans 53206 67625 82896 97841 112696 127595
Total domestic currency loans 393673 500926 614046 724748 834788 945148
Foreign currency loans 32020 48985 81190 111132 139539 169888
425693 549911 695236 835880 974327 1115036
Total loans
Loss: Provision for doubtful accounts - 600 1200 1800 2400 3000
Net loans 425693 349311 694036 834080 971927 1112036
Investments 75959 79090 88230 97450 106600 115690
Total portfolio 501652 628401 782266 931530 1078527 1127726
Property and equipment 5059 5525 6355 9155 11855 13455
Total assets 584437 728272 894873 1072792 1242725 1426042
LIABILITIES 4 SHAREHOLDER'S ECUITY
Curreot Liabilities
Short-tern deposits 24S1 2592 2792 2992 3192 3392
Other current li bilities 17301 17821 18431 19021 19621 20221
Total scurent liabilities 19782 20413 21213 22013 22813 23613
Long-term Liabilities
Time deposits:
Domestic currency 7145 7208 7308 7408 7508 7608
Foreign currency 34392 20360 9603 3163 1007 -
Total deposits 41537 27568 16911 10571 8515 7608
Foreig. currency borrowings 63969 78414 127878 171155 213136 254366
Industrial Finance Debentures:
Domestic currency 78631 76891 71838 77402 77402 77402
Foreign currency 9124 57623 81873 106123 130373 154623
Total Industrial Finance Debentures 87755 134514 153711 183,5.2 207775 232025
Special Finance Debentures 26726 23991 18511 13026 7541 2056
Deduct: Equivalent deposit 26726 23991 18511 13026 7541 2056
Net liability - - - -
Oscrowings from:
Government of Korea 136580 72665 105843 137563 164843 191777
National Investment Fund 40680 100690 157470 214552 273262 334762
Industrial Ratiosaliiation Fund 51112 56084 52325 52267 50507 49554
Tourism Development Fund 380 380 380 380 380 380
Total long-term liabilities 422013 470305 614518 770013 918418 1070472
Total liabilities 441795 490718 635731 792026 941231 1094085
Outstanding Guarantees:
Log-term guarantees for:
2ublic sector _/ 1076874 2364500 2482790 2606930 2737280 2874140
Private sector 177085 351501 369080 387530 406900 427240
short-term guarantees 57183 63100 66260 69570 73050 _76710
Total guarantees 1311142 2779161 2918130 3064030 3217230 3578090
Leduct:
Costomers' liability far guarantees 1311142 2779161 2918130 3064030 3217230 3378090
Net guarantees
Shareholde-' Equity
Paid-in capital 119712 206188 216188 226188 236188 256188
Reserves 22930 31366 42954 54578 65306 75769
Total shareholders equity 142642 237554 259142 280766 301494 331957
Total liabilities 6 shareholder's equity 584437 728272 894873 1072792 1242725 1426042
1/ Utaudited
2/ Represents guarantees issed by KDB for public sector projects as vell as those for private sector projects with high
economic priority. Final credit risk in respect of these guarantees shall be borne by the GSverrusent of Korea in terms of the
Gucrantee Release Arrangement and therefore not counted as debts for purposes of debt/equity ratio calculations,
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JNIEX 20
KOREA rEVEIOP?ENT BANK
ProJected Income Statemants, 1974-1978
(won in million)
Years ending December 31 1ALI 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
Incomes
Interest Income
Loans 28,453 41,25 6 53,930 67,217 80,258 93,391
Bonds and debentures 776 1,231 1,404 1,555 1,698 1,633
Deposits 4,552 5. _4,87 6 4.9 5 2 620
Total interest income 337 4777 60,210 72, 85,461 9
Dividend income 2,339 2,o65 2,208 2,451 2,696 2,942
Capital gains on sale of shares 1,320 1,300 1,500 1,700 1,900 2,;00
Guarantee commission 4,420 8,615 9,o46 9,498 9,973 10,,172
Miscellaneous inoome 1,144 1,080 1,380 1,680 1,980 2,6 80
Total Income 43,004 60.937 74,344 88,292 102,010 116j, 38
Interest on borrowings and deposits 33,545 45,541 55,036 68,088 81,722 95,487
Provision for bad and doubtful accounts - 60o 600 600 600 6J0
Salaries and other personmel expenses 3,100 4,030 4,640 5,330 6,i20 o C 8
Other administrative & general expenses 2,264 2.330 2,480 2,650 2,6912
Total Expenses 386909 5 62,756 76,668 91,282 -10
2/
Net Income 09 8436 1,588 11624 10,72?8 6 t3
Appropriation:
fransier to Legal Reserve 4 095 8,436 11.588 1,621 1C,728 1Cy
1/ Unaudited
2/ KDB's income is exempt from tax
3/ KDB Act provides for transfer of entire net income of each year to be transferred to "Legal Reserve.u
No dividends are therefore payable.
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ANNEX 21
KORE DEVELOPi110T BANiK
Pro,iVetd Cash F1ow,) 197-1979
Won in million
Years ending December 31 1927 1976 1977 1978 1979
Souirces
Net income 8,436 al,588 11,624 10,728 10,463
Add back: Depreciation and provisions
for doubtful debts 928 97C 1,000 1,100 1,200
Increase in share capital 86,476E/ 1o,oo0 l0,ooo 10,000 20,000
Draw-down on foreign currency borrowings 19,232 52,820 52.330 52.280 55.58o
Increase in domestic currency borrowings from:
Government of Korea 2L,815 35,000 34,000 30,000 30,000
National Investment Fund 60,0o0 62,200 70,300 79,400 89,700
Industrial Rationalization Fund 11,485 - 3X000 6,ooo _.ooo
Total increase in domestic currency
borrowings 96.300 97!200 107,300 115.400 124,700
Issue of new Industrial Finance Debentures
Domestic currency 16,286 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000
Foreign currency 48,500 24,250 24,250 - ?42 24.250
Total issue of new Industrial Finance
Debentures 64,785 54,250 54,250 54,250 54,250
Sale of investments 6,446 6,630 8,700 10,770 12,830
Increase in current liabilities 1" 494 700 700 700 700
Collections against:
Domestic currency loans 28,778 38,680 51,748 63,740 75,570
Foreign currency loans 4,692 4,065 6,738 9,223 11,581
Total collections 33.470 4A.f45 58.486 72.963 8?.151
Total sources 316.568 276.903 304,390 328.191 366,874
Uses
Additional investment in property
and equipment 594 1,000 3,000 3,000 2,000
Disbursement of:
Domesti- currency loans 136,031 151,800 162,450 173,780 185,930
Foreign currency loans 21,657 36.270 36,680 37,630 41,93C
Total lDani disbursements 157,688 188,070 199,130 211,41c 227.860
New investments 9,577 15,770 17,920 19,920 21,920
Repayments of:
Foreign currency borrowings 4,787 3,356 9,o53 10,299 14,350
Domestic currency borrowings fron:
Government of Korea 88,7301/ 1,822 2,280 2,720 3,066
National Investmient Fund 
_ 5,410 13,218 20,590 28,200
Industrial Rationalization Fund 6,514 , 3.0a 7,j60 5.953
Total repayments 109.608 30,117 452 51.389 7342
Redemption of:
Industrial Finance Debentures:
Donestic currency 18,026 35,053 24,436 30,000 30,000
Foreign currency 
- _
Special Finance Debentures 2,735 5,480 5,485 5,485 5,485Foreign currency deposits 145032 5 6,440 2,156 1.007
Total redemptions 34,793 51,290 36,361 37,641 36,492
Increase in receivable,prepayments etc. 3.786 4.900 8,700 g,ooo 9.400Decrease in current liabilities 9/ 0
Total uses 306,669 375,377 292,720 322.440 349,241
Cash increase during the year 9,899 1,526 11,67o 5,751 17,633
Previous year's cash balance 1' 98,849 1,26 169.572 5,1 17 863Cash balance at the end of the current year 6 I:4 742 12
1 Includes converoion of W 85.0 billion of Government loans into share capital.
? Includes all current liabilities and long-term domestic currency deposits.
/ Includi.a cash deposit against Special Finance Debentures.
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ANNEX 23
KOREA DEVELOPNENT BANK
Schedule of Projected Draw-Downs from Proposed Bank LoanL/
(US$ in millions)
1975
January - March
April - June
July - September 0.50
October - December 1.00
Sub-total 1.50
1976
January - March 2.50
April - June 4.50
July - September 8.00
October - December 12.00
Sub-total 27.00
1977
January - March 12.00
April - Jur .e 8.00
July - September 5.50
October - December 4.00
Sub-total 29.50
1978
January - March 1.50
April - June 0.50
Sub-total 2.00
Total 60.00
1/ '.ssumiing that the loan shall become effective
before July 1975.
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
ORGANIZATION CHART AS OF MAY 31, 1974
|GOVERNOR
| Wo.,, Gie Klm-
DEPUTY GOVE -(71
| ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~EXECUT IVEODIRECTOR | XCUTIVE DIRECTOR | EEUTIVE DIRECTOR | CTIVE DIRECTOR T|V XtDIRECTOR ECT
| Cha YtfL= l l CluWO e D-nu Y.., | Wan S.. H-l Ki Yol-g Chung -ug Suh Pa!;,k J_o Pf sk
rUDIl m f j ~~~PERSO>NNEL PLANNING RESEARChf P OREIGN CAPITAL POHDEION GUARANTEi E LOAN I l L CEI SECRETARIATLSTAFF 3 7 4r/ 401) | _ 10(91 | 3 419 1b51) V 3( 2 S4AF (3S fO Lf 37f1
GENERALSERV_C BUSINESS CONTROL | TECHNICAL SERVICES GN LOAN L H ARE HLOING L LOAN,I SPECIAL LOAN
H TAFF 236f{7"l X 7126 0 9)25 (IOl 10 5) 4(1/ (0(49)
SECURITY CONTROL | SECURITIES E L BSINESS ANALYSIS INTERNATIONAL
S TFF: 61 1J 1/ l 2II l 7 S 5) L E7 52(6
Srsff Total Sr,cf,es fled Office
To- 1,739 323 1,416
Pro-fss-ionl 554 452/ 509
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